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PREFACE 
This investigation was stimulated a nwnber of ways 
through the fact that my advisor, Dr. Wouter Bosch is 
administering for the Corrosion Subconunittee of the 
Federation of Societies for Paint Technology Corrosion 
Project No. 3 entitled "Minimum Paint Film Thickness 
for the Economical Protection of Hot-Rolled Steel Against 
Corrosion". This is an extensive atmospheric panel test-
ing program to determine the correct paint, dry film thick-
ness and surface preparation for the economica~ protection 
of hot-rolled steel. 
With such a project already spanning five years it 
seems most pressing to develop a method to detect under-
film corrosion at an early stage not only to effect a 
savings. of time and money, but to quickly evaluate the 
many new coatings as they are being developed. Here then, 
any new method or technique could be checked against the 
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I. W&ORUCfiON 
Paints and related organic materiala provide the moat 
widely used means of protecting metala acainat corroaion. 
While corrosion meaauremeata are baaed on a full ranee of 
quantitative methods in physioal and anal,.tical chemistry 1 
the basic problem of evaluation work in the fPield of paint 
oheld.atry hu been Qharactel"ized by eap1.rical teatirlg pro-
cedures. Field testa are still of aajor iaportanee and 
aeconclly, the relative value of paints .nq be predJ.eted 
through exacting laboratory teats. However 1 the reaul. ta of 
accelerated exposure testa have Dever aucoes.tu11y been cor-
related with service experience deapite the efforts of many 
_ laboratol'"iea OTeJ" a period of 35 yeara. 
Ordinarily :Ln the oaae of painted met.als, there ia little 
evidence of the state of the underlying metal surface until 
the pd.nt film haa deteriorated and then it ia not eaa7 to 
determ±ne whether corrosion oocured before or after fila 
failure. The problem then would involTe eorrod.oa meaaur-eDt 
within the serviceable life of the coating either with the 
eoatinl .till intact or after suitable removal of the coating. 
Corrosion testa may have two different objecta, one to gain 
underatanding of the mechanism of corrosion while the other 
J.a an induatrial object of aeekiq to cliacover what aater:lal 
or protective proo••• will m:ln:f•:J:H attaok. ~Jd.• u truly a 
oharaoteri•tio prebl .. for in oorro.toa -&aW.'eaenta Uae two 
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are often inseparable. Also, the nat.U!"e of corro.U.on eYen 
without variations associated with protective coatings would 
most likely call for atatiatlcal evaluation of results. 
The selected problems covered two aapecta of corrosion 
measurements by x-r&'T diffraction, 011e peouliar to hot-rolled 
steel, covered with mill scale, and another applicable to 
t errous aeta1a in general. 
The specific pu.rpGIIas of this inveeti6tation were t 
1. check the practical! ty of m.aking 8011le x-ray aeaaure-
ment of corrosion through paint filma. 
2. inveat;:.i.gate changes on expoeure to wera hwaicl air, 
in the wuatite (FeO) layer of high temperature scale of hot-
rolled steel by x-ray diffraction. 
3. atteapt an agpegat.:ton of ruat by high temperature 
inert baking in order to effect x-ray diffraction. 
4• attempt pa6iA removal by heating in either oxy~ 
or inert atmoapherea and check for changes in the aubatrate 
diffraction patterns. 
S. make a study ot paint removal b7 itol vent of aoae 
weathered painted steel panela. 
-3-
The literature review covers generally three areasl 
(1) Corrosion, including the nature of high temperature 
oxidation as a basis for explai~ the experimental 
measurements of rusting of hot rolled-ateelJ (2) Anti-
corrosi.ve paints and problenta .:Ln their removal from speci-
mens; (3) x-ray diffraction as a means of identification 
and measurement of corrosion. 
CORROSION 
Broadly speaking corrosion is the destruction or 
deterioration of metals, that is the natural reversion of 
the products of extractive metallurgy. Evans ( 2B) says, 
"The prominence given to the technical aspect of corrosion 
has tended in recent years to spread the idea that the sub-
ject is sin~ly a commercial one, and, perhaps for that rea-
son, interest in the mechanism of the raactions has con-
siderably waned among pure scientists during the last thirty 
years". :Indeed, in basic tests of corrosion (61 90) total 
annual corrosion costs are estimated in terms of billions 
of dollars and even in terms of natural resources. How-
ever1 the more immediate consequences of corrosion in 
chemical engineering are pointed out to be premature equip-
ment failure, unsightliness and produot contamjnation (S 2). 
-4-
'O,££Oa;i.on Refyg. CorrosJ.on may be defined rather simply 
as the tranaf'ormation of a metal. from the elem.ent.ary to t.he 
combined state by direct. chemical or electrochemical reactiona 
with ita environment. These naturally occurring reactiona 
are quite fundamental and a:lmUar for all. m.etala and alloys, 
yet the var.ioua forma of appearance led to characterization 
by tJ'P8•• Suoh a characterisation as Fontana'• (42 ) eight 
forms of eorrqion, is purely qual..itative, yet an even more 
simple breakdown by types which·haa a ~titative feature 
is deacribed by Champion (lJ) where exam~nation by eye is 
aided. b)" standard charta. 
hmoae.ut of tJworb• gf Cqrroaicm• Eyana (J9 ) begins 
his book- "An Introduction To Metallic Corrosion•, with a 
historical note and mentions that as early as 1788, Auatin 
noticed that water tends to become al.kaliDe when it acta on 
iron. Thus becan the first of a aeries of facta noted with 
respect to corrosion and aa observations were recorded, theo-
ries were advanced which accounted for certain phenomena. 
Speller (9l) l~ats theae older theories as !he Acid Theory 
(1871) where a ..all amount of acid, as carbonic, is neceaaar7 
to initiate corrosion, but ia regenerated in completed oorrodon 
reactiOilS with water and oqgenJ The Peroxide Theory (1905) 
el.ai m:i Qg hydrogen peroxide an esaential component in reactions 
o~ a aetal with OX)'II'eJl aac.t waterJ The Colloidal 1'heory (1921) 
requiriq a •Nd.o¥able" e10Uoid u OXJ'COD etarrier for oorrodon, 
-s-
which waa renamed an auxiliary theory soon after ita conoep-
tionJ The Theory of Direct Chem:ical Attack by Oxygen (1924) 1 
which by title is basic, but waa atretched in explaining 
metallic corroaion in waterJ and The Biological Theory (1932), 
wh.ioh can not be rega.rded aa general, but do .. now include 
anaerobic bacterial. attack. 
Bl,UkpQbem# g1 'lbtm'E• ( 91) fhe llectroohemiaal Theory 
of o<n"roeion too, had an early beginning with the idea being 
anonJm.Oualy propoHd in 1819. Faraday' • atudiea aupplJ.ed 
the quantitative baaia and the theory developed with the con-
ception o'f aincle electrode potentials and action b7 loeal 
cella. The importance of oqrgen waa recognised and ride 
application of the theory is now appreciated, so it baa 
well atood the teat of time. 
lJ:;l.psU.aJ.••· The rectuiaJ.te conditione for eleotro-
chudoal corroaion are the presence of anodes and cath-
odes for a cell, an electrolyte for a completed circuit, 
and the flow of direct current, impreaaed from. an out-
aide taOuroe or more gene:rall7, Hlf induced. By defini-
tion the anode ia the electrode at which oxidation takes 
place J ,1 • .1.• , the place where the cor:roaion oecura, re-
presented by the equation• 
++ -Fe • Fe +Je (1) 
Blectr~eal neutrali~y t• preserved in the .alution by 
etpdvaleDt dielae..-u.t of poaitiYe .ioaa o'f IIOJile other 
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elementj i•S• reduction at the ca'thocle, repre.-nted 
b7 the equationa 
:+ -JH +2e •2H (2) 
Qoatg11ipg FactQEA• Th... two equat:lona repreaent 
the f:lrat ataee of con"oaion ana the reader ~.f.clcl7 re-
oop:laee thea •• "half ce11" react:lona, ao the driving 
toroe for the oorrOJd.on l"'e&ot.ion ma,. be read dJ.raot.ly 
from a table of" Standartd Oxidation Potentials. Of 
cou.rae ach a potential value ·repreaenta ooacU.tiOIUI 
of equilibrium at aorma1 tonto activity and as•c atand-
ard terapvature. B~a and Brad.le7 ( 7) •ucc..t, "Thia 
eituation ia never l"'ealiaed in p~otical expo.urea of 
metal• that give riae to corroaion probl-. Instead 
it ma;y be ..U.d thtat every enTiroDJilellt will lulve ita 
own .-pecific erd or galvanic .-.:lea arrangement of 
the aet.ala and the potential. .-elatioJUihip of a pair of 
metals may undergo a reversal witla ~ et aurl"ound-
i.a.g medium•. When an electrochemical oell ia work.tng 
there ia a potential drop acroH the reei.-tance of 
the ce11 and there i.e alao a potential drop ciue to 
polariaation. Polariuti.on ia a counter electa-oaotive 
force at one or both el.eotrodea reaulting from an 
aoOUIIlll.ation of corroaion products. Concentration 
polart.ut:loa of t.hi• __.-. ean of~ea be pttMticaally 
eli•*aatecl bF ~ .ur.tDg ot the eleot.ro1Tt•· 
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On th• other hand gas polarisation, uaually referred 
to aa "overvoltage•, ia not eaaily relieved. It may 
be looked upon ( 8 )DlOre as a concentration polari .. tion 
Wvith the eseeption that COD .. ntration of the produot 
of electrolytd.a within the electrode ia JIIUch more 
aigu.ifioant". Overvoltage ari .. a from a slow attain-
ment of -.uilibrium and thia polarisation behavior of 
corros:1011 oella larpl:y determin .. the rate of corrosion. 
In fact the firat stage of oorroaioa may be stopped be-
fore the -.tal is appreeiably damaged. The hydrogen 
fila ia removed mainly in the following two wa7s and 
~. rate of removal u.euall.T determi.nea the apeecl of 
eorroaion. In acid solutions the fil.m ia removed 
mainly aa sa•• repr .. ented u a 
2H • H I (3) 
In neutral or alkallne aoluti.ona the :rate of oorroaion 
ia determined by the rate of cathodic depolal"isation 
, 
reaotiona v.ith oxygen. International Nickel Comp.anyta 
•Corrosion In Action• (59) illustrates the r~aotlons 
that take place at the· cathode as followaa 
4H++02+4e-•2Ha0 (4) 
JH10 +01+Je--u1o1+10H- (5) 
JH1o +01+4e--40H- (6) 
It llhould be .. ...-.... ect that a1t.houch hJdrocell pwoxicle 
baa b.-a clet.-ot.ecl. clurinc the eorroaoa of Mtal.a tha~ 
-i-
•~• JD.We and leaa acUve than iron, it haa never been 
detected with iron and neut.ral aolutiona of hydrogen 
peroxide have no perceptible action on iron (92). 
Although the preaenee of oqgen ia important, it 
llhoul.d be pointed out that the l"&te of oorroaion in-
cre&88a proportionally t.o the oonoentrat:l.on of oxygen, 
but onl7 in a range of parts per m:Ulion (IO) J the 
place of' formation and the nature of the ruat. at1ff1e 
rapid attack. Evans (34) atatea that inoread.ng 
oxygen concentration d.iminiehed the probab:llit7 of' 
attack, but ~eaaed the vel.ocity whwe there waa 
any attack. The dJ.acu.ud.on here of ooatrolling fac-
tors ia barely an introduction, but further diaouuion 
aa b7 Speller ( 93) ia beJODd the l:la:J.ta of thia work. 
MliUMi.i.eu• !'he eleotroehemical theor;r directly 
accounts for al.l gen~al and m&n7 arpeoific obaervat:l.ona 
of oori'Oaion. Mo:tature is essential for natural oor-
roaion at normal temperatures and the exiatence of a 
eritioal hwaid:tty, beyond which attack rapidl;r increaaea 
ia Jmown to e:d.at.. Different reported. va1uea are ex-
p1ained in a definition by Burns and Bradley (9) that 
a~atea that critical ~dity 1• the re1ative humidity 
o~respoa.ding to the vapor pressure ot a IIAturated aolu-
tion of the oonotd.OD product.a. fhe oompoaitioa of the 
oorrold.oa produot.a clepelld.a on the ooaat:l..t.wmta of the 
•ri,.....t,. MtruallF there .a,. be two crrittoal bn•l.d-
-9-
itiea (lOIJ SS) depending on the pore at.. of the ruat 
for water sorption, but expo~JUre to air 8&turat.ed. or 
nearl.y saturated clearly allows e1ectrochemical action 
(33 J 96 J 8SJ 76 ) even though the film of mo:l.at.ure is in-
visible and a.pec!mena do not •look wet•. 
IAtUEe of Rp,a,t. Chemical anal'YII•• of ru.at have 
been reported oountl .. s times and .till are g;t:ven 
with no generallty on feM'Otla oxide content even with 
very thick or very old ruat.a. Results u•:aally ahow 
. . 
ferrous oxide, ferric oxide, carbon dioxicle and water, 
but no di.tinotion .an be macte as to varloua combina-
tiona or forma. Mellor (70) even in 1951 saye that 
evidence seems to favor the conclusion that the pre-
sence of an acid ia n~U'7 for rusting and he thus 
completely :lporea 1DAn7 facta ineluc:ling the eapabllity 
of hydrated ferric oxide to take up carbon diozlcle 
from air (35). Weisel" (l04) favora the exi.tenoe of 
a monohydrate. aomet!Jaea o'f a hydrous nature rather 
than a aeriea of h)"drat.ea and Evans (36 ) aa;va that 
rust normally formed is an aggregation of particles 
of colloidal a1ae and ehows no signs of cryata1 
facets. Everyone agrees t;hat the forma:tton of' ferroua 
h)"drod.de i• the flrllt •t.-s> and the various interaed-
lat .. ad P"C:fu•t• foraed UDder varioua oonditiOAa 
,.. decluoed freta 4tl...von and x-ra7 atudi•• on 8J11thet:l.o 
oeUoida _. •£•erala u ..,.11 aa on OOJ.TOdOil pa"Gdu.ct.a 
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th-...lvea (l2,lOS,l,SI,.9B,36 ). R.uat 11a7 contain the 
alpha and gamma modifioatioaa of ferric oxide and 
their mono-h7drat .. , plua ferri-ferroua o:d.de (Fe3o 4 ) 1 
all o'f which are referl"ed to by their re~JP-eCtive 
.mi.neral names auch as hematite. magbea:i:t.e. goethite, 
lepidocz-ocJ.te and magnetite. !he alpha ami gamma 
hydra tea are eaaily W.oompoMd to their l"eapecti ve 
anhydrous f~io osd.dea,. but upon fUFther h•tin« 
the al.pha f errio oxide ia the fiua1 produ.ct in al.l 
--·· Co£nUAn U; falE'9fi BeMt,J,gp.. In eleotrocheadeal 
reaotiona the traaafer o'l el.ctrona takes place over dia-
tancee that are large compared to interatomic diatanoea, 
and ao by oomparison, c~Uect reaction generally forma a 
aparingl7 aoluble product in direct contact with the 
metal. The moat important field of corrosion b)'" direct 
chemical reaction i• that of high. temperature oxidation. 
Qa-• g' KttY1a. For high temperature oxida-
tion Bvana (3 7) lists five classes of metala by be-
havior, but aside from noble metals whose oxides de-
compoee on heating and metale with volatile oxides, 
the bree.kdown ia that of PUling and Bedwortb ( 7 5 } 
plua oa.e ru..t.her au.bcUviaion. !heae three c1a•••• 
with theu- general oxidation. rates (30)are giYen 
u toUowa• (1) Met.ab,. generally Ucht, with an 
old.de occupJ'ill« 1- 'YOllUile t.ban t.hat of the .. tal 
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destroyed in prod.uc.tng it. Such poroua oxide til.ma 
are not protective and being under tenaion, the 
outer layera crack, thua adDdtt.in.c OltJ'cert ao 'that 
the oxide film thielateas .f.ncreaaea llnearil7 with 
. . 
time. (t) Metala, pnerally heavy, with an od.d.e 
ocoup)i.na more volume than thai; o'l the aet&l destroyed 
in producing :lt. Such oxides •• r.1o3 _,. be proteo-
ti ve in nature, but UDder oo.wapreuion, deve1op blia-
t.er• or cU.alooat.ioa type eracka which oan allow 
ateadil7 c14JO.I'eaaing rat.. of growth followizle a log-
arithmio law. (3) IINVJ' metala with od.du haviq 
a metal deficit •• FeO may fOl"''l non-poroua filma 
tri thout. or&cka or mechanically formed sonea of looa-
ened atruoture, yet be permeable due to lattice vac-
.anoiea. Suoh fila powt.h centrolled by diffuaion 
will follow a paraboUo equaeion. On the whole, high 
temp .. atur•• favor paraboUe and low tesa.peraturea, 
logarithmic ~ •• os.:lde :J.onto oonduct:I.Ttty Pi .. • 
with temperature wlU.le britt1ene88 decr .... a. 
HttAbM'Mm of IliA tumerawe,. Q&td#ti,on of :trop. 
(Formation of Mill S~le) Pfeil (73,74) in 1929-31 
began the aeientif:l.e •tu.d.)" on oxiclation of iron at 
high t-.pel*aturea ad obaerved the fact that there 
•• def:l.ld.telJ' d.f.frwd.oa of iron t,Jutough the mill .-le • 
IHD dlf'twd.Oil ta ..,...,. •l icht at erd.i.UrY t-_.,..at.ur .. , 
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but is of importance at elevated temperatures where 
oxygen as well as iron diffusion are responsible for 
mtutilayered scales (77• 65 >. Dunnington, Beck and 
Fontana ( 23) describe diffusion as taking place with 
charged particles - anions, cations, electrons, mov-
ing through oxides - ionic crystals, under the in-
Fluence of a concentration gradient - non-stoichometric 
film composition. With diffusion as an important 
basis, more detdled discussion in view of thermo-
dynamics and structural changes is given b7 many 
authors ( 24 .t 44,50, 99). Anothar point of interest ia 
the arugument. that. ferrous oxide can be formed even 
below the t-emperature at which bu1k ferrous ox:lde is 
stabl.e <49• 64 ). 
fl!Pes o:f §qal.;t. The compoaition of scale may gen-
erally be related directly to temperature of f'ormation 
(63) 
• 
Up to 400°C the scale on iron is :ferric oxide 
only, being cubic (gamma form) up t.o 200°C and rhombo-
hedral (alpha form) over 200°C. A double layer of 
scale exists above 400°C1 being magnetite with an outer 
covering of ferric oxide. Next 1 exceeding 575°C as the 
lowest temperature at which ferrous oxide is stable, 
the wustite l.ayer shows up beneath the magnetite and 
tterric oxide thua making the familiar trip1e oxide 
film on iron. Continued oxidation on thick specimens 
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goes past the three layer mU.l acal.e with the forma-
tion of a . number of cracked and oxidized layera tend-
ing toward f~ic oxide (JS). Finally ferric oxide 
deco~aea in air near 1350•c to fo~ macne~ite (7l~100). 
R.tun at. Mil.J. lgtlu. In tiWI theaia the term 
mU.l aoale refers to the triple oxide film on iron 
which for experimental ~- la the acale on hot-
rolled llteel, that waa uaed. in t.hia teaearch. Mill 
•cal• ia tram two to twenty mila thick, mUch of the 
IJC&le foraed at the high !JU.tial rol.l.ing temperature• 
ia knocked off in .w>~ent rolling <97). In 1953 
Wl'uis (lOS) ahova cliu&'f'eement on a "well known" IIUb-
jeota with mill scale generally believed to be 85-95 
pe:r cent i'erroua oxicle, 10-15 pe:r cent magnetite and 
1/2-2 per cent ferric oxide, hia photoud.crographa ahow 
no more than 80 per ~nt ferrou.. oxide with ferric 
oxide being at. least the equal of magnetite aad 1ooal17 
twice •• tldck. He does admit the necesaity of avoid-
ing shock and draft for fear of ferric oxide loaa, but 
. -
apparently overlooks the eff ecta of time, temperature, 
and o:d.dia.t.nc conditiona on the relative amount• of 
ferrou... oxide and mape'tite. 
Perhaps saore ·t.mportant 'than auoh valuea are the 
nature and tia•r oompoaition gradient• acroaa the lay-
••• !he firat nou .. ot .t.a.at.bUitr of feM'OWI oxl.de 
wi\h ,......t ~· 1ND •ct MpetJ.te wu p..-en in 1919{89) 
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and m~~:r be represented by the equat.toru 
4Fe0 • Fe + Fe3o4 (7) 
'lh1.s decompoait:t.on of wu.Jit.it.e depends 011 many faetora 
. . 
including time,. temperature, tempe:ratw-e of formation, 
thermal t.-.atmeat, preNIIU'e, impurit:l.ea and other com-
ponent• of' environment. 2.'here ia no eride:nee of eolu-
tion of iron or mapetite in ~tte (66 ) and in 1925 
W)rckof'f' and CrJ..ttetld.fm (l09)determiaM the !Alttt.oe 
parameter, but tai14Ml -~ nottoe the chace with ooapod-
t:lon. J'ett.e •cl Foote (55) noted the deer- in lat-
tice J*,l-ameter of ~J.te 'With in~ OXJ'Pft GOD.-
tAnt1 pointing out that th .. retioal 77 • 73 pe:r cent 
iron content of PeO ia n.ever ~eel• l'ftold.Dg fvroua 
oxide to b• UDIIt.abl.e, their idea ia that the decrease 
in lat.tioe parameter with in~ oqgen content 
maana that the apace •YUl.able for the remainiDg fel"-
rou.a iron more cloaely approx:J.matea the 80 ~trom 
Wyckoff ionic radiUs. The conjeoture of 
atabillt.y with decreaud.ng lattice p•rameter ia 11&01-e 
inter.-ing in light of the f~ t.hat Collonguea ud 
Chaudron (lS) claim that above .&So•c iron aad magne-
ti te precipitate Bimul taneoualy from decompoa:lng 
wu.lltite leaving a constat lattice pa:ramet_., whll• 
below 48o•c th• lattioe change• in lf~Utt~t• .... obMrftd. 
Qo1d.8ohrd.dt (44) ._. the -..1• relatiOD exi.t-
I..Da btaW... O.he 01"711Ul. •t.f:'UC~t,ur• of iro:D., WIUJtite 
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and magnetiteJ ferric oxide h.-rlng a fundamentally 
different 'tn>e structure. fhe oha.nge from :!ron to 
vuat.it.e :ta a true oxidation while the wu..tite to 
magnet ;I. te reaction is not, •• the number of oxygen 
at.ome. per oryat..al wlume x-emains con.tant. The OJd.a-
aion ('Jf ferroll8 :lone from lattice points under par-
tial. HJplaoement by f'vric ia preparatory to the 
obange-over to magnet.:lte and ia in dir-ect linear con-
t:lnuatJ.on of the. obaei"Ved decr .. ae of 'the lattioe 
apacing of wuatite with :l.ncz-eaaing oxygen content. 
There :t. a dmilar t)"Pe of :relat:lorudd.p in the other 
tU.rection toward iron. The cryat.al fol'!ll of alpha 
iron :la body centered cubic with a lattice parametel" 
of 2.86 angstroms and this changes to the gamma modi-
fication at a~oxfmatel7 91o•c with a face centered 
cubic lattice having a spacing of 3. 60 angstroms. In 
1934 Mehl• MeCandleas and Rhines (6l) demonstrated 
fixed orientation ~tioJliJhip f'or wuat:lte ti.lm8 grown 
on iron aingle crystals. With the close .truotural re-
1ation between gamma 11-on and wuat:lte being that the iron 
at;on18 occup7 the same face centered oubie lattice in 
both phases, oxidation produces mil1 scale td.th the 
inner layer being' pure wustito (not pure FeO). Other-
viae the :lnner-1a,..r ia one of wuatite and magnetite 
&Del the DOUnt o'f ~tt.e ino...._a p:reportionally 
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with decreaae of temperature of formation from 91o•c 
t.o 575•c. Wuatite ia present in scale all the way 
from the inner iron eurfaoe t.o the out.v layer which 
Goldachaidt reports is 30 per cent wuatite, 40 per 
cent magnetite and. 30 per cent hematite. Gulbraneen 
and kuka (Sl) agree on the reaulta, but be11.eve higher 
temperatures allow better iroll diffuaJ.Oil and co11J1e4Uant 
reduction of higher oxides toward ferroua o:d.de. 
Paidaaai ( 6S) .. ,.. the obaened precipitate of magne-
tite in wustite forma only during oooliDg by deoompoai-
tion of' ferrous o:d.d.e, but disagrees with Golclaa!uaidt 
em the effect of temp~~arature of foJ~JD&tion. He feel.IJ 
that the higher the ~ature of oxidation or re-
oxidation the more difficult it ia to m{njmiae thia 
deoompoaltion and when the teaapePature exceeds 89o•c 
the moat e~~ergetlo queneh.inc do- not prevent the be-
ginn:Jng of decomposition. Bernard ( 4 ) al110 believe• 
magnetit.e ia the more important component aboYe the 
alpha to gamma transition at 91o•c. 
Although the first thought on oxidation of wua-
tite to magnetite is addition of oxygen atama and 
this is aentioaecl eYen in the oontext of structure 
(46) ~ DW'lllington~ Beck uct Fontana (.26 ) &1110 .upport 
the oppotd.te ri.•. They a1ao aay that cooling be-
low 57s•c:. llh.OWJB a pJ'eoip:lta~e of mapetit• aa a 
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gradient concentration aaron the wuatite layer 
where the inner areas are 1•- c:leoompoaecl. Micro-
photopapha ahow the precipitate f'oi'JD8 mo.t readil.7 
'tong grain. boundari .. of ferroua oucte. That im-
pl:l.ea the f'erroU41 old.de ia ooar-Ml.y grained in com-
part.on to mapetite .-nc:J. ia • reported b7 TeaQhe (lOl). 
Furth___..e, the uon and magnetite deoomapoait:lon pro-
duota are ob..-Y-.d. to be iJt direcrt OOiltaot with each 
other (S4). The deoompoeit.:l.oa begifts at 57o•c and 
reachea a maxiatm at 480•c (19)~ but aa appreciable 
deoompoa1.t.ion 'takea place in ten d.aya at 19o•c (ll). 
B1tAIYiR£ Rf N11 IM1t• It ie at pre.-nt oomm.on-
17 accepted that iron oxidea preaent poor oorroaion 
reaiat.ance tor underlying steel and with mill ac&le 
u a bue for paint, there may be tem.por~U-y protec-
tion, but there ia likely to be aerioua pitting attack 
or p .. ling of both .-le and paint when the time oc.aea 
for repainting. Two aspects of' behavior of m.Ul 8Qa].e 
aa in the ease above trill be discu.-d and thuc:lly, 
phaae relations in inert baking will be conaidered.t 
(1) Ferroua old.de is known to oxidise easily :1.11 
au (44, 72). Thia propertJ' i.e attributed to wuat:lte 
.. well (54.97) and BY-.. (3l)a&J'8~ •steel. rolled at 
hich t....-turu bu a la78P oF putl7 cleeompoMd 
,_...... oxide at. the bUie of the ..-J.e, and. oa weathea--
irlc t.h.ta _,.,_.. oxid&tri-., 1d.t;h wluae obaJipiJ tddoh 
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cauae the ou:t.er •cal.• to peel off. • In ahort, t.he 
ready oxid.iaab.t.lity of the ferrous oxide la7er just 
above the iron base ..... apparent and the only in-
dicatior.ua that such a feeling might be modified are 
the •omwhat empirical. ata'tall&llta like those of 
Bvau (35) that tterroua hyd.roz:l.de becomea perceptibly 
1- ...aotive on qei.ng, perbapa through loaa of 
•"-" and ~lon. and aome z-raay 'tfOJI'k by Moae.-n 
( 64) 011 iron old.cle oat.a.l.J'at.a ·Show a at 3 so o c that the 
od.dation of t~ oxide i.e alow ccapared to iron. 
(S) 1'be el.eot.rochemt.cal cell action due to 
magnetite being htghly cathodic to iron is qually 
-ooiated with pitt..ing attack. ~ influence of 
which i.e JllQite pronounced in the early period of ex-
posure ( 94). Thu .-e local. cell aotion ia believed 
to be the principal. of acid piolcling for removal of 
Jd.11 acale. The direct aolvent action of' an acid on 
f'ree ferric oxide f'il.ms is very alow and visible 
oxide f'il ma· on :.U-on are atabl.e in acid under anodic 
oond.ttlon.e (38). UnclJ.uo1Yed. aeale fragments and 
high ferroua oontont are found in pioklb1g t.aDb and 
the ~ly decom.pond vu.tite provic1e• larp DUilbere 
o'f microeoop.ic cella of the generoal type Fe/aoid/Fe3o4, 
tor eu.oh :recluot:J.Te a'tt.ack (39). A c.-man ~eferenoe 
~· th.U 1ooal el..-n.t aotton t'"UD.-tiOIUI ill neut;ral 
w atkaliM •1utj. .. u ..U u in dttut.. aoidll (l06 ). 
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(3) Zn considering the behavior of mill scale 
in baking oper•tiOI'lS it should be remembered that 
dUect oxidation reactions are favorable over a wide 
temperature range and precautions neceaaar7 for an 
:l.neJ"t atmosphere are emphasised in that Scott ( 83) 
deaoribea a cletGI"JJd.Dat.ton of oxygen occluded on 
-..11 steel. coupons. A o,arbon dioxide atmoaphere or 
some wat.er vapo:r ia h:l.gbl7 od.d:L•:f.Dg to iron and 
Sidgrick ( 86 ) reports even nitrogen is abaorbed. above 
Soo•c. Below 575*C the stable oxide in equilibrium 
with iron is magnetite and above 575•c it is ferrous 
oxide (Jl). Gulbr-.en and R.uka (SO} demoaetrate that 
the tMo following aolld pba.ae :reactions occur a:lmul-
taneoualy at 600-700 •c in a vacuum electr.on diffrac-
tion camera• 
4Pe2o3+ Fe • 3Fe3o4 
Fe3o4+ Fe • 4FeO 
(8) 
(9) 
b'O'tm£on Ma;l.gat. CorroaiQA• Metallic corroaion !a 
rarely stopped com.pletel7, but it can be controlled by 
purification of t.he environment, •alteration of the metal, 
or moat commonl:,y by interposition of eome ooat.f.Dg to block 
out the environment. Organic ooa~tnga are the moat widel.7 
WJed. and some dJ.sOWIIaioa of oert.ai.n aapects follow. 
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Pt1 DM 
Painta protect b7 placiag u inert, ooa'tinuoua and 
adhering fila between the met.al and ita aurrouncliraga~ Burna 
and Bracl1e7 (lO) ooa:tinue ~o repeat. tJle 1951 woN.a of J.aag(7S) e 
'lhe terra "antiooM-Oaiv-e" ia often appliecl to fin1.8hea 
primarU7 for the protection ot aet.al aUl"'faoea aga:l.n.t 
oorroe:.t.on. 'lld.a term inolud.ea paiata cont.aiaiag pig-
-.ta t.hat are able to iaproYe the CJU&U.t7 of the binder, 
that reaet ah-.ioall'f or eleotroehed.oall.J' at the met.al 
aurf'aoe, aad. :1n geaeral p.,__. .. au.oh phyaical aad 81lr-
faoe properties u to enable th- to fona a water-re-
al•tiac film. 
Anti-oo.-..oaive paint filma are watea--rNiatiD6h but aurelJ', 
allow more water and oqgen penet.ration than ia required to 
foJ"JJl t.be oOJToaion produota on unprotected iron (J, 60); The 
r.aulting idea of protection, aaide froa pigment effeota, 
ia that of low p....ation of iODS JIUch that there ia a high 
reat.•tanoe in the electl"ooherd.cal. drouJ.t and the aorre:t 
v-ehi.de ia probably more important thaD the p.-oper pip•t 
oho:loe. 
lpWI!:P:•• Cwt.U condition• of ezpoaul"e are neoeaaar7 
to effect. oorroaion ev-en of unpainted lltee1 and with the pro-
tection of paint the deail"e to achieve reaulta more quickly 
often lead.• to the choice of exaggerated coaditiona of ex-
poaul'e ancl uareal.J..atie N.-ulta. LabOI"atory espoiiUJ'ea ahould 
then ...-hap• aeet the 41'Q.&1it7 of in-~Yice oo.aclitiOI'UI haY-
ina aooel.ernicm maial7 b7 tnore••• .,wmtit.7, or ooat.f.D'*UI 
~-:1-. 
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The corrosion veloe1ty 1n atmoapheric attack ia .ub-
jeot to controll.iug factors of moiature and pollution, but 
in testing a aeries of paints no special. t)'pe of' artificial 
corrotd. ve agent ehoulcl be employed. In iDJII'I.eraion teata 
oxygen auppl7 is a moat import-ant factor, while in atJROa-
pheric expoau.roe any moisture which .Uata on the metal sur-
face ia aaturated. ld.th oJqgen. 
Temperature in a laborat~J' teat IDll.8t be controlled 
for a number of reasona. fhe corroaion vel.oe:lty ._,. be 
temperature dependent., but the main inf1uenoe of tempera-
ture is on the amount of the oqgen. d:l.aaolved in water. 
In an open ayatem with oxygen free to eaoape, co.rrosion in-
ere-• with temperature up to about ao•c, but decreaaea 
thereaft.er ( 9 5) • The physical properties of paint films 
are al.ao affected by temperature and various recODUI18nded 
m.al'ima are near 6 Soc. 
GJ:ia•ia of C9££Uipp. the evaluation of paints ia 
uaual.l7 made by visual observati.ona of corrosion resulting 
from expoS\U"a teata. Moat other methods of paint evalua-
tion do not measure or identify corrosion pi'Odu.ota ancl the 
det.end.Datioma depend on breakdown of the filma. 
&MiDI ot R•iu fi]'ll• It would be helpful tor 
the atudy of Wider-film corrosion if the paint film 
ooulcl be NDIOVed. vi t,hout. ohuetnc the decree and pat-
tera of t.he aorroct.d eurf'aoe. 'lhe r ... v-.1 of paint 
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~ilms ia not easy and any effects on the corrosion pre-
ducts or the underlying metal surface must be consider-
ed in any subsequent measurement of corrosion. With 
the variety of :resins, there is no un1 veraal stripper 
and the tvo general types of the~ae are water soluble 
caustic and organic solvents (llO). Corrosion pro-
ducts are likel.7 to be disaol ved or vaahecl away in 
solvent paint removal and the underlying metal may 
be attaeked by acid stri~a, but caustic attack 
on iron is unlikel.l' in paint remova1 (3 2• 6 2 ) • Bl.eo-
trolytic rust removal techniques as described by 
Evans (40) might be used •• or with paint remova1 in 
preparation for observing carroaion. The dangera in 
burni.Dg off the paint film are self evident and inert 
beking may involve carboniae4 paint film and subse-
quent reduction O·f iron oJddee and continued heatJ.n.g up 
to 900 •c b:rinp the danger of carburization or cue-
hardening of the base iron. 
l{on;=R.tpJ.oYJ.\ i'~!.leJI· The more direct measure-
ments of corrosion are complicated by the preaence of 
paint films• )'et advantages of non-destructive teat.lng 
are obvious. It may be that x-ra7 diffraot.ion eould 
al.low aueh a m.ea&nU"emeat of corros:lon. 
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X-Rqs 
The more tund&1'Milt.l facta of x-ra7 anal.ya:l.a, -.toh aa 
the produot:l.on and propert.iea of x-raya and cU.ff'raot.ion prin-
ciples and t.eobnictuoa will not be reYiewecl h~e. Such infor-
mation is roeadil.)" obtainable in num.eroua boob u Clartk • a 
•Applied X-RA~" (14) tm.cl •X-Ray DU'fr~ipn Prooecturea• by 
Klug and Alexander (Se). When Hull (53) in 1919 deaoribed 
the powdeJ:t method of x-ray cli.ffraction11 he po:lllted out that 
ever')' crpt.alline aubat.ance givea a patt.el"lt, that the .aae 
8Ubetance a1waya gives the ..... pattern, and in a mixt;l.U'e of 
eubnancea each producea ita pattern independently of the 
other. Usefulness of the method for chemical indentifica-
tion ref.lU.'lrea st.a.ndard patterns for comparison. Such pat-
terns for four thowaaa.d aubatancea are indexed and presented 
by tJte .Air&w:l.can Society for Testina Materials in a conven-
ient x-ra7 powder cliffraotion oard. file. A ad..- eoUDter 
apeovometer, • instrument more aptl)" renamed an x-ray 
diffractometer, yields the oharaoteriatic diffraction angles 
and intenai.tiea direetly and quickl)". 
Auan~iWJ.u PM:tursa• From measurements of int-.itiea 
intonraat:l.Oil ..,. be obtained J:leg•di.ng 1me relat.ive amounta of 
dJ.ffraoUnc oompon•at.a of a Jd.ature, but Mll7 a10uro•• of 
81':rel' can ... l.Jr arue. guaat:J.'tat.i"f'e -..1781• .. ,. ps-oceed 
on the ba•:t • ot ~ t.o .,.theU.c ad.sturu, illteraal 
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atanct.J'da v mea.ur-.nta with ab.-orp'ld.on OOJUd.clvationa. 
A aerioU$ -lim.ita-tiou in anal,...U by a-ray diftraetioa 11 .. 
.tn the overloold.ng of m&te1'ial.s pruan~. DlJ.a could happen . 
without careful •orutin7 in the tan• .. of aolld aolution, 
but J..a more likely in the ca.. of a.orphoua aater1.al.a. the 
m:ltd mum ocm.aentrat:lon detectable oan be well below one per 
oent. for ll&ftJ' ...,..t.a.l.l.inAt aub~• (lS) or on the other 
. . 
hand up -&;o tif'ty per «*lt, dependiq on ~liDit7, 
aggzaeptton.- otlutr .aterial.a1 ,. ... at and the inherent in-
tenai't)' of the diffraotioa lin••· nuc and Alex&llder (57) 
artate that relativel.y little l'OJ*k baa been done along th ... 
linea, but it ia int.....tiq to DOte that in a atud.y to de-
termine the m$uj •nm deteetable &mowlta of oryatalli.n.e min-
es-ala ad9dzecl wi'bh amorphoua matter,. the7 quot-e a Russian 
reference (45) ahowf.Da that a1x per cent of quarta ia neo-
eaaAU')' for it'• d.eteet.toa in hydrated iron od.de u uaor-
phoua Mtter. X-ray pavcler pat.teJ"'UU •• tn-aitive to 
crv•t.-1. ai.se between the approx:J mate limite of two thou-
.and and one hundl'ed thouaand angJrtrom un:l.ta. coar .. grains 
ahow ct.t.ooatinuous or .-potty linea while fine crystals pre-
. . 
sent b:roadenecl liaea. Sometimea, •• in colloiu, ory~ 
are p:reaent, but they are ao ••11, perhapa 1- th4m one 
h1.UU.Ired. .anc.troaa in cl:l-..t,er, ~hat 'bhe re8lll.t.iac x-ray 
pattftl"'l :J.• iacliau.n.t a4 poorl,.- d•fiDecl. X-NJ'• b.aYe 
,._,ut.a el...vod...U.W ...- tt~ 1- t.Ua ac. 
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atandarcta or measurements with abaorpt:lon oorud.derat.iona. 
A aeriou -lt•itation in anal.71d.Ja by x-rQ' cU.ftraetion liu 
in the overlooldq of m.ateriala pruen~. Th1.a could happeD 
without careful aaorutirq' in t.he !Jurt-.. of tJOlld aolution, 
but La Jl'lOPe 11ke1J' in the caae of amorphoua materiala. The 
minimum ocm.oentrat.ion detectable oan. be well below one per 
oent for- IIAII.J' _.,.~ .u.bat.--• (lS) or on the other 
. . 
hand up to f.if't7 per cent, depe!ldinc on 01711'tallinJ.ty, 
a~eptioa,. other aaterialaJ pr ... nt and the :luhea-ent in-
t.endty ot the diffraotioa. Uaea. IClua and. Alexancler (57) 
nate that, relat.i ve1y little work haa been clone alone th .. e 
linea, but it ia intereat!Dg to note that in a atud7 to de-
tena.:lne the m~utmnm deteetable aaount.a of oryatalline min-
erals acbd.xed. vitJl aaorphoua matt.r • they quote a R.uuian 
reference (45) ab.Oid.Dg that aix per cent of quart• ia nec-
eaa&rJ' for itta d.eteatton :ln hydrated iron ed.de u ...--
phoua Mttv. X-ray powcl• patterJUI are in-aitiYe to 
cryat~ aise between the approx:ldt.e limita of two thou-
aand end one hunc:h-ed thoUII&Jld angetrom unita. Coarae grains 
8how diaooatinuoua or spotty linea while fine cryata1a pre-
. -
ae.nt broadened lin••· Somet.~ mea, •• in colloiu, Cl'78'tala 
are pr_t, but ther •• ao ••11, perhapa 1- than one 
hundred engatroma in cl.tatne'ter, that the re..U.tina x-ra7 
patt.eran i• iadiaUnot. and poerlJ' defined. X-rA7• haft 
icleatified el.~ted. ...... fi~ 1- ........ Wo 
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thousandths of a mil thick (l7), but thin films are more 
in the realm of el.ectron diffraction wldl.e x-raya penetrate 
deeper and are particularly valuable in providing inf'orma-
tion rega.rcltng the rel.at.icm.ahi.p between oxide filma and the 
metal.lic base. 
iViPUM lWieuntUPY• App1ication of ~ .... rays in paints 
baa m.oaUy been in manufaot.uring a. anal.J'fJi• and identifi-
cation of pigments. In a reaeareh program of the F-...ation 
of Soaietiu for Paint rechnolou it waa shown t.hat paint 
films do not have defbd.te x-ray patterns, even at forty p~Jr 
cent stretching (5). other t-,pea of x•:ray measurem.enta a1ao 
find application in corroaion and coatings. Champion (l3) 
deacl"ibea • ra<U.ogaphio method to measure pitting corrosion 
and Beeghly ( 3) uaes t'luoreaoence of steal. in a coating 
mea.auPement. 
NC&IsPAM M••mv:tMPtr• h:r DUf£aqU<m. Second.ary 
fluoreacent emmiaaicm. lJ.nes wtll not al1ow a t.JU..okneu 
mea.aurement either with rust formed on steel or clulngea in 
mill aoal.e on st.eel~ and Brindley (79) sa7s copper and nickel 
racliation. excites strong fluoresence in iron and its com-
pounds. Techniques of variable incident. wavelength of radia-
tion -..:1 even atanclard mi.xturee are impraotieal and Palatnik 
(69)d.....-ibea a superposition f.ilm. e.xpoll\lre .. thod with pat-
~... of pUPe · ooat.i.Dc aa.d. b ... whioh ma7 be 1UI8Cl to compare 
t.b.iolcaeaa of oxide lA,_.a on eteel. Friedman and B:.lrka (43) 
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give a good deaoript:l.on of the Geiger counter apeot.romet.er, 
but ahow a thiclmeaa calculation <•oos-4mila) for an inten-
Jd.ty ratio of the baae material before aDd after coating. 
Gray (4 7) comp .. ea intentd:tiea of back renect:lon linea from 
surface •d base materia1a tor a thiokneaa calculation. 
Biaenatein (J7) 4eyelopa an equation for the thickn .. a of a 
film on a flat. -.peebaen, talctag iD~o aeoount cU.ff'.-.noea in 
abJJOrption» _.,..tal atruoture ancl .truature factor. He pointa 
out. that when 'the two diffraction U... .. leotect for oompari-
aoa, one from the eoatinc and one from the b- aat.el"ial fall 
at approxtmatel)' the .... angular poaition, the equation :l.a 
of the forat 
x .= 1 1n ~:r1 P a • a 2 Fa a P. 1 + j }:117 J 2 
12 pl Nl F1 J.l 2 
(10) 
X • thicka ... of eoatlng 
7 • ia a path t~or depead:lnc on the diffraction 
an.ale .29 ad 0(. ia the aagle of inoiclen.oe be-
ttreea the pru.r,r x-ray b... aacl t.he ap":lmen 
aurfaee at diffraction measurement. 
7 • 1/ain ot + 1/ain (Je -~ ) 
11 ,12 • diffracted beam intensities from coating and baae mater:lal. respectively. 
P 1 , P 2 • reepeotd. Ye m.u:ltipUeitiea of the diffr..-iag 
plan.. in the ooatina and bue -~erial• • 
x1~x1 • rupeot.ive s-eo.f.procalJI o~ the unit cell volume•• 
P1,r1 • r~ive ~ •truo£wre factor•• 
P.1 , p 1 • lineaP abaorpt.iou ooeffidenta. 
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QRMJ'Y:ItLca• on lfuaiitcM• The Iron and Steel Institute 
(54) reported the oldda layera in mill soale by x-ra7 diffrac-
tion and in hla d.iaousa:.lon on the r8port~ Winterbottom (l07) 
noted the lArge pe:rcentqe of magnetite aa determined b7 
x-raya despite the fact that WWJtite waa miez-oaoopioal17 
seen to be the m.ajott acale layer. U. oonc1udf!Kl that the 
wu.sti te had tarael.f · daoompoaed. 8JHl therefore iron diffrac-
tion llnea were partl.)r dua to aueh aeconc:ba-7 iron u well 
•• to underlying neal. He concluded. t.hia even though 
MurphJ'~ Woodt eel Jom.lay (67) had reported x-rqa failed to 
reveal. any diatinot metalUc iron lattice in oxides. They 
did, however, have fresh aam.plea of acal.e. cooled rapidly 
from temperature of formation and ehemical analysis shoved 
0. 2 per cent m.atalllo irou. In 19 56 Shipko and Douglas ( 8 5) 
showed x-ray pat.terna of al.pha iron from the decomposition 
of ferrous h.J'dr-exide preoipitatea, acoord:.lng to the follow-
ing equation. 
4Fe(OH) 2 • Fe + Fe3o4 + 4H20 (11.' 
luG M;a=utt£on For 2&-ru: DUfract.ioa. It waa mention-
ed earlier that heating of rust caused dehydration and conver-
sion to alpha f errio oxide. Br-indley ( 80 ) describes • de-
hJdr«tion which atarta at sso•c or :1.• completed after a one 
hO'llr'• h .. t..t.Dg in a al.ow ou.rrent. of nitz-ogen at 3oo•c. Such 
a d•h.J'dr-aUoa would aot etf .. t ~7' growt~ ot ver7 pall 
eryatal• ad for t.he 1'•- fona, aublltutial growth in aiJ1e 
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oannot be effected without transformation to the alpha struc-
ture which occurs fairly rapidl.y at 40o•c. Krotov (SS) says 
dehrdration occurs at 287•c and transformation at 676•c. 
(16) Clal'k gi vee soo •c aa a temper&tUJ"'e at which all f'orm of 
iron oxide pigments are converted to the red, rhoabohedr.al· 
alpha fora of ferric oxide and Sidpick (S7) .tat.ea. •gamma 
ferrlo oxide ~· reverdbl)' into the alpha fora at about 
6oo•c•. Brindley (Sl) uaed coba1t radiation and followed 
photo~aphio patterns troa an evacuated or hydrogen filled 
o-.ra. H~ f'oUI'lcl OI')"Jital. growth in ferric oxide occurs on 
heat treat.aent at •ucoeeai Yel)" higher teaperaturea. At 
app~oxtmately soo•c the x-ray pat~n normally contains onl:r 
aharp refleotiOJIJI -'th no remaining line broadening. Finely 
divided coethite )'d.elcla alpha fel'"rio oxide eryatala .allowing 
a aoat dJ.ffuae chld'aoter for d.itfraotion by cr)'at.&lline 
pl.an .. of the t,-pe (hOl), and unfortUJ:Uately the (104) planea 
are reaporud.ble for the lll08t :l.ntlrl\M cliffraotion. World.Dg 
1d th ferric oxide gela Gregg and HUl (4S) conour with the 
di .. ppearan.ce of an amorphous character of ircm oxides above 
40o•c aud with the concept that x-r•y photographs improve up 
to soo•c. !hey found that the rate of solution of oald.Ded 
ael8 dropped ..,..kedl7 ~ the 8oo•c level. p"bably due to t.he 
lattice ttrat. beoomhll' dutrd.neclJ the7 abo aention ·that 
the pr-eaoe ef iou, IIUOh u ...., • .,., au.-t affaot the rate 
of or,..nal powth. 
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The experimental section of this thesis is divided into 
the following aectionsa (1) pUl'pose of inTeatigation, {2) 
plan of inveatig&tion, (3) 
( 4) method of procedure, 
sample calculations. 
materials and equipment used, 
(S) data and reau1t.a, and (6) 
The specJ.f'ic purp01es of this investigation were r 
1. check the p~actioality of making some x-ray meaaure-
ment of corrosion through paint filma. 
2. investigete changes, on exposure to warm. humid air, 
in the W'LlStit.e (FeO) layer of high temperature aca1e of hot-
rolled steel by x-ray diffraction. 
3. attempt an aggregation of rust. by high t41111perature 
inert baking in order to effect x-ray dif'fraction. 
4• attempt paint removal by heating in either oxygen 
or inert atmospheres and check for changes in the substrate 
diffraction patterns. 
S. make a study of paint removal by sol vent of some 
weathered painted steel panels. 
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The plan for tJU.s investig•tion was divided into three 
main sections: (1) literature review, (2) experimental, 
and (3) correlation of data. 
L£S:.era£tu:&l R.erlg. The literature review of this in-
vestigation was conducted with two ideas in m:l.ndt (1) to 
.. eview for the reader the theoretical. and practical aspects 
of corrosion of steel. and hot.-l'Olled steel and (.2) consid-
ering paints as a means of protection to show t.he applica-
tion of x-ray diffraction to corrosion meaJ~Urement. 
BlmeriunSc&l:. 2.'he experimental work in this thesis was 
largel.y exploratory and consisted of several phases evolved 
in the process of seeking a laboratory method to measure 
under-film corrosion for the purpose of paint evaluation. 
The panels were exposed in 62•c air over water and all 
diffraction patterns except one, were made with iron K- o( 
radiation on the Norelco tne number 12021 Geiger-counter 
X-Ra)" Spectrometer in t.he Ceramics Department, diffraction 
patterns being recorded on chart paper. 
X-Rax Pgnet£At!gq of Paint. fj1m§. The observance 
of diffraction patterns from coated steel specimens was 
used to test and note some limitations of x-ray penetra-
tion of paint films for possible use in a mea.aurement 
of under-fila ooi'JI'Otd.ou.. 
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W••ihvi;pg 2f M:f.J,l B,Qete. 'lhe weatherina or mill 
acale waa followed by changes in diffrao~ion patterna 
t .. oa hot-rolled at.eel. Three 1-aquare inch Qeoimena 
cut frO. pane1s of hot-rolled steal were expoaed in 
the hwd.d:l.ty tub for a few dap at a time and ehangea 
in the wuat:l.te layer were obaer?ed by 8CaDning the 
maxi••• 1Dteu:l. ty clitfr-aeti01'1 peaka of a1pha iron 
aad ferroua od.de. Bach diffraction me&IJllr-t on 
a aill acale apeoiaea coll8iated of four ac&DIJ at 
eaoh of .tght poa:l.tioaa or -ttiDga of the .ample in 
the apeciaea holdea- of the Jll)eet.roaeter. 
Aarea»& of. &Mat· A direct aeaaure of corroaioa 
waa attempted through an argon atmosphere baking opera-
tion aoaewhat above soo•c for three houra in a Burrell 
glo-bar tube furnace. Since x-ray diffraction meaaure-
meata are not pollld.bl.e on amorphoua ruat 1 a b&k:l.ng pro-
cedure waa uaed :l.n orcler to dehJ'dr&te, convert, and 
effect cry.tal growth of alpha ferric oxide. 
Bffecta of Ptipi; lfld.nc· In order to determine 
the effecta of oarboni.aation of paint upon rust, a 
vinyl tlniah over a Jdll ._le apecimen wu baked in 
an inert ataoaphezae and the change in the diffraction 
patten& obael'vecl. Paint burtd.D&' in an oxygara atmoa-
phere wae perforaecl in a -11 lliohl"oae el..-at tur-
naoe aDd the ohaqea iD clittraetion patterna f:roa 
, 
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artee1 and hot-I"'lled steel were observed. Obaerva-
tiona ••• made on the completeneaa of! 1-emoval of 
oil base paints from polished cold-rolled ateel in 
ox:ygen and inert baking carried out in the :suz.t.ell 
'tube furnace. 
&Jr:l;at Pa&ni 1\Eoul.• ftJ.e reraoval of painta 
by cauatic 110lutiona or organJ.o aolveata wa.e used on 
80il1e laboratory ep~ and p.aael. of Cor:roai011 
Project No. 3 that had been retired after having 
reaohecl an A.S.!,M. rust stage of "8". 
Csuz,.;yupn 21.. RA'M• :tnterpret~tion of the :reaulta 
of x-ray patterns was Largely that of identification and 
the appearance or di.aappearanoe o'f diff'~>aetion peaks. 
Some oluulgq were obvious uPoa. visu..l inspection of auc-
ceaJd. ve pat.ter1111, 'While the d:lff.-action scan-patterns on 
the weathering of Dd.ll seale were evaluated by a method 
of atat.iat:1cs. 
All materials used in thi.a inveatigation U'e listed 
:tn Appendix A.. where apec.ifioation • .ource and U8e are 
ctve:n. 
ft.e U. ef -au:l.pa-.t. al.ODC with ~ioat,ioaa, ...,._ 
,........_. w ...,lt.w, ad ue ill fouad ill ..-.dit B aacl 
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photographe of the apparatus are ahov.n iD Figure 1 for 
the humidity tub, Figure 2 for the x-ray spectrometer, 
Figure 3 for the voltage regulator and chart recorder 
for the Koreloo X-Ray Spectrometer, Figure 4 for the 
nichrome element furnace, and Figure 5 for the Burrell 
Glo-Bar tube rurn&ce. 
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F;~;.gtute· 1. ltwd.d!tt7 t:UbJ Modlf!Qd Eagle-Piche~ 
DJ.ta.tN' Qo• ShotdJil'· Cb(.J~tett. SUpply. . 
\ 
Figltf'e 8. Voltase Regulator and Stl."!p Reco~dc:r for the 
·Hol'eloo :rr;pe 1~021 GeigeP Counter X-Ray 
Speot~o.et~. 
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Flgtqte 4-. N:J.clutome .J31etn~t Furna.ce (dJ.sassemblec1) 
with 6pecU1c»UJ •d. Oqge.n Plow Heater. 
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Fio;tWe 5 ~ ·nur:reU TyPe CfA 2"""9 Glo-llar Tube Furna,cet 
(.a) F~ont V!w*. 
(b) · S~Jl~; V!(Stt~ 
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Method Rl ptgqedyrt 
The various procedures followed 1.n this investigation 
are not UllU8Ual, but also are not of a generally established 
nature. With no explanation neceasar7 for sol vent testa other 
than notation of condition, descriptions of the method of pro-
cedure are given for the following aix general atepst (1) 
paint application and thickness measurement, (J) humidity 
tub construction and operation. (3) paint burning, (4) 
rust baking, (S) x-ray procedure, and ( 6) patter-n measure-
ment. 
l!liPtc AoRlication M4 :rJU.clgua1• Meaewement. In Tarious 
tests, specimens were painted by brushing, dipping or flow 
coating, and panels were coated using the Baker drawbar and 
the Gardner Mechanical FUm Applicator. The dry film thick-
ness of the painted specimens was determined with the portable 
General Electric fhickneas Gage calibrated with commercial 
thickness standards. 
HHmidi'X fBb. The essential step of rusting was accom-
plished in the mod!.fied Eagle-Picher Blister Box. With the 
replacement of a aaa.all cU'troidge heater by a 300 watt Femtal 
immerld.on heater extending the length of the tub, unJ.form 
heating waa attained in a water •aturated atmosphere. The 
inatde of the tub w88 held at a temperature of 6t•c + 2•c 
-




The h1..tm.idity tub was set up and initially operated with 
an oxygen rich atmosphere. The heavy transite top lying 
on the rubber gasket made a fair seal and a line from an 
o~gen t.nk was led to a piece o£ t7gon tubing beneath the 
~face of the water in the tub. At a al.ight preasure oqgen 
bubbled al.owly from pin holes in the tJitOD• 
A kitchen di.ah dra.it\ing rack waa found convenient for 
holc.ting panels in the humidity tub and. the one square inch 
specimens. small enoueh for insertion in the tube furnace 
and a1ao of suitable size in the nichrome element furnace 
and :x-rq apeoimen holder, were set in a weighiJ:ag diah ot 
alUJd.num in the rack. The specimens were propped against 
a rubber stopper and the bottom. of the weighing dish was 
punctured for di'P.nage. After exposure samples were stored 
in a dea:l.ccator. 
la£af& Bw=n;t.ng. Punt burning or baking could be car-
ried out in the Burrell Glo-Bar tube furnace, but the nich-
rome element furnace was better equipped for temperature 
measurement and control. A Variac was used to control the 
voltage to one, two, three, or tour nichrome coils and a 
thermocouple wire was buU. t into the iJululattOil 8UI'J"'UDctiDa 
the ooila. fhe capped. tron pipe specimen holder fitted into 
a cerasa.io well au.rroundecl by the heating elements and the in-
aul.at.ioa of the furaaoe. A abort piNe of pipe of three-eight.a 
lnoh di_.t.er, oonaeot.ed. to the laraw plpo1 made it. pouible 
to f.Dt.Nd.u• ....,__. and to izulert a eeooacl ~heraooouple • 
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It had to be taken into consideration that Dichramea 
malt in a range of 1083-1455°C and that the apecimen temp-
erature lagged the furnace temperature bT approximately 
18s•c. !'herefore t.he furnace WM pre-heated, the specimeniJ 
quickly :&.n.erted and the oxygen pre-heated ao that the speci-
men temperat\U"e would rise asymtotioally toward the dea1.1"ed 
value within a tw minutea. 
hkfpg .Qn.rat.iDI·• 1'he glo-bar tube furnace wu aore 
sui. table for higher temperatures of ba1d.ng. Uaifo:rm operation 
through power input cODtrol by choice of t;r.-.form.e:r take-
offs reproduced the temperature profile closely• This pro-
cedure for inert bakin« •oaewhat above soo•c for three hours 
was establ:l.llhed with t.hermocouple meaBI.lrements and is llhown 
in Table I. ftda bak:lag schedule followed a preliminary 
purge operation and was o.rried. out w1 th an intermittent 
bubbling flow of a ~gon through a mercury seal. After the 
time-temperature correlation had been determined the thermo-
couple was abandoned in the inert baking procedures. 
The inert gas. a-~gon, taken from the tank waa passed 
through a purification train consisting of potassium pyro-
gal1ate solution in a gaa pipet, one drying tower with 
D~ierite, ~wo. containing magnesium perchlorate and a glaaa-
wool cluat trap before paasing through the rotameter .and into 
th• ooabua"tion tube. Ble gaa f'low duriq bakiDC was froa 










U•&tiM 19h9d81• l.9.E. bu Aggrec&tioa 
ill !At. BarrtU tub• Fumace 
Poait.iona of Temperature 
Tl"an&former •p 
IAif• switcbu Mipi!!UJ! - !!&Jipup 
1 and 7 R.oOJD-1640 
3 and 7 1595-1655 
4 and 7 1625-1660 
5 and 7 1617-1637 
off slow cooling 
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five inabea hip. Thia aercury bubbler effected a aeal for 
the p~gecl inert atmoaphere aiJd. a controllable prea1111re ill-
aide the qatem to oombat. any air leakage at oon.n.eot.iolUI 
and atoppe:red jointa. 
rhe purciDc of the a)"'lt.em before bakinc uwlvecl a 
vacuum aa wel.l aa the preaaurised ayat-. A tee in. the 
off-«&a 11De from the oombuation tube led to the aer8Ur7 
bubbler or through a drying tower of aagneaiua perchlorate 
to a water aapirator which u.ually held a vacuum of abOut 
25 inohea of aeroury above the level of the m.&rCUI'J' bubbler. 





After iDaertiag the apecimeoa iD the combuat.:lon tube 
the a,..tem wu purged through the aercur7 bubbler. 
A rotaet...- .. ttin(l of 0. 5 replaced the volume of 
the coabuation tube onee every 20 aeoonda. 
A vacuum of 14-26 inohea of meroury waa achieved 
~ith a water aapirator. 
Argon ••• purged into the vacuua for about as aiD-
ut.a. A rotameter .. tting of about o.s allowed a 
Y&CUUIIl to be held at about 18 inohea of ..-cUJ7. 
With the purge and vacuum maintained the furnaee 
waa turned on for two and one half minute• at 
tranaf'ontel" aot.tiaca one and seven to warm t.he 
apeo:l•ena to approx:.l.mately aoo•F aa b aid in 
dispell!.nc ocoluded. oxy-gen and aoiature. 
!he purp wu oon~inuod for JO aiaut••· 
Swi tchinc the off -au line fi'OIIl vaeuUil to the aer-
GW'J" bubbler, the puree ••• maiatainecl for aa addl-
tioaal 15 miaut .. at a rotameter ••ttinc of 0.75. 
t'he fu.raao. wu aca:l.ft waraed. for two and. one half 
Millut.e• at t.he t.r-foraer aett.iqa one Dd. aeva. 
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8. 'l'he purge waa oont.iaued for another 20 Jllillutea. 
9. 1'he puree wu lowered to an illterld.ttent bubble 
throuch the mercury aeal and the heating begun 
aeoordlng to the achedule of ~able x. 
BeoaUJae the flll'1laoe cooled V81'J' &lowly a elau tube of 
equal lenath •• the heatiag tube waa faatened to the latter 
ao that it. could be pulled fro• the furnace for oooli.Dc while 
uJ.a~ain.inc the prea8Ur"iaed · purge. 
Helium. ataoaphwea were employed in bak:J na teat a for 
paint removal where qain a qat ... tic operation waa de'Nlop-
ed for lower temperature bald.nc. The purge operation waa an 
hour and a •uarter at a ro~et.er .. tting of 0.3 thz-Glgh a 
five inch mercury aeal asci the baking waa d011e with an inter-
mittent bubbling flow tbrouch the mercury. 
Finally aoae baking testa for paint removal were made in 
oxygen. !he p,.rogallol and driera were not emploJ'ed and. a 
puree to ri.d the .,..t-. of air .... not critical. fhe teat• 
were ...Se with a fi Te inch meroury aeal and baking aohedulea 
followed thoae previoualy deter~ed with a thermocouple. 
1-B.a;r PzueclH£M• rile !iorelco TJpe 12011 Geiger Counter 
X-Ray Spectrometer waa operated according to the aanufacturer'• 
operatin.c ilultru.otiOilll• Normally tbe recorded pattern beain• 
at • diffraction ancle, ze. of ninety degrees, however, for 
mealllU'iq the weat.h_... of mill scale, aore specific illfonaa-
t.:loa waa obtained with a cU.ffract.ion acan-pattern whNe only 
tU -.:tor ta•-.tty dJ.ttraotion p..U of iron and fel"roua 
oxide ••• ......... for a BUJibelt of poiau ea eaoh apeci•_.. 
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Random positioning waa impossible with a aquare apeoimen 
being placed on a flat baaed apec1 men holder. Since the 
difference in the diffract~on ratio of iron to ferrous oxide 
might be greater from point to point than the ahanae with 
weathering at an)" one point 1 a particul.ar method was eatab-
lished •• a procedure for repositioning after humidit7 tub 
expo.ure. !he method of procedure for a diffraction •can-
pattern ia deaoribed as followat 
1. Spectrometer warm up: Before reoordina any diffrac-
tion patterns the voltage regul.ating circuit was 
turned on for a mf nf mum of 30 minutea and the tube 
operated for at least 20 minutes. 
Specimen positioning: An arbitrar7 eight point 
po.U.tion!ng method was used w.t th reference to aome 
edge of' the specimen as base, marked by a notch on 
the aide or an arrow drawn on the back. HaviD.a 
the specimen rith ita firat or reference edge as 
base, position one was set with the right hand 
vertical edge, as viewed from the back of the speci-
men, aliened with t.he vertical right edge of the top 
bearing surface of the specimen holder. Position 
two was obtained b)' sliding the 8Peciaen to the 
right so that its left edge wa• in vertical align-
ment with the left edge of the top bearing aurface. 
Positions three and four were aligned in a similar 
manner after the specimen had been rotated ninet7 
degrees in a- clockwise manner. Thereafter positiona 
five and six, then seven and eight were obtained b7 
repetition of the rotation and alignments. 
Position acann!ngt At each position :four aoana were 
made to averaae variations of the spectrometer and 
in reoording the scans the Geiger counter was allow-
ed to traverse approximately three degreea before 
reaching the :lron peak and a similar distance after 
pa81d.n.g the ferroua o::d.de peak ao a baoJccround level 
wa• .. t.ablt.hed for area JDeasuremente of the diffrac-
tion pealua. 
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4 • Specimen handling a ft&e apecimena used in the testa 
were treated iclentieall;rJ stored in a deat.ocat.or 
af'ter the f'i.riJt d.if'fractioa sou-pattern aa.d simu1-
taneously exposed in the humidity tub for .measured 
periods. 
lUtctera 'HM'UDMnt• Pattern .... ll' .. eat followed the 
~an~ :lndexinc or identifioat.ioa proceclure of any c:U.f:frao-
tioa patte... with notation of the appearanoe or disappearance 
of oharuterlatio diffraction peaks. ~he 1- obvioua ehangea, 
aa tho" i.n. the di.ffractioa intewd.ty ratios of iron to fer-
foua oxide with expoaure of mill M&l.e to warm humid air, l"e-
quire ••eful meaauresaeat and a IRatiatioal calcu.lat:toa to 
rate the aipJ.fiOCtce of aeaaured differences. For t.hia pur-
poae the iron and ferrous oxide ·diffraction peak area on aU 
the diffraction .can-patterna were measured with a plan!~ 
meter aad udna •Student t a• dt.tribut:l.on, the confidence 
limit for significance of each mea.ured difference ••• cal-
oulated. •. 
the data and reaulta ue presented in an order follow-
ing that of the Purpo- of Inveatigatioo an.d listed uader 
B:x:pertaental of the Plan of Iave.tiaation. Beoauae most 
o'f the expert.eatal work cU.:r .. tly i.DTOlved dii'fraction pat-
~~ Plcure 6 ehowa :l.a blank form a ahart of the pollitiona 
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the variOUJJ IIUb•tance• encountered in the experimental 
atud7, aa ahown a,rainat, the :lnterplanar apactng and c.U.f-
fraet.ion anglea for iron radiation. 
X-llq b&&ratciga tf b&nt F&1••· l1aing ret:l.red panel 
no. 21313, tridell bact 'b- cOned wf:tll oae Jd.l. phenollc prim-
er and oae mil ph•olic fin.iah, there waa no penetration of 
the paint by iron radiation. oa the )l'oreloo Tnt• 12021 lpec-
troaet.v or by IIU)lJ"bdenua radiation on the General Blect.ric 
xa.r..-3» apeot~ • The ld.ae od.d• pigment in the top 
coat. aho1re4 up prominently azul on apeoiaen.s which had been 
8Ubjeoted to pairlt remover aolution for • t .. days, ..all 
amounts of red lead pipent remain:l.n,c from the prim..- eoat 
showed up dilrt.in.ctly and appreciably lowered the iron and 
iron oxide diffraction peak&. 
Some penetration was achieved when a vinyl finiah paint. 
oontaining no •ino oxide waa thinly applied to rwatecl aill 
-le, mill aoale, and 811l00th at.eel, reapectively. Table n: 
ahowa the re.ulta of th ... penetration teat• and Figures 1, 
8, and 9 :lUu.et.rat.e the c.U.ffraetion patt.enua of mill .scale, 
m:l.ll acale with o. 5 m11 dry til.m thiekn••• ot vinyl ftnillh 
p&int, and mill seale with 1.1 mil vi.ft71 paint, reapeet.l•ely. 
Very rougb.ly it may be said that. one halt' mil of vinyl paint 
reduces the iron. diffraot.ion peaks t.o two thirds of their 
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W§&thtring of ~a11 ~cale. The data taken on the weather-
ing of mill scale are thEe of measured diffraction scan-pat-
terns on three specimens of hot-rolled steel exposed to warm 
moist air in the humidity tub. Figure 10 illustrates the 
diffraction peaks of alpha iron and ferrous oxide in four 
scans at a particular position on a mill scale specimen with 
a two day exposure interval. Table III shows the individually 
measured diffraction peak areas of iron and ferrous oxide 
scans of mill scale specimen A at the zero, two and five 
day exposure levels. Table IV shows the same for mill 
scale specimen B, and Table V shows these planimeter measured 
diffraction areas for mill scale specimen C exposed for an 
eighteen day period as well as the zel"o, two, and five day 
values. The diffraction areas of Tables III, IV, and V 
are expressed iu Table VI as a ratio of iron to ferrous 
oxide. These diffl"action ratios for each of the eight 
positions of the scan patterns and the sample variance of 
the mean of each scan pattern, S 2, arc shown in the upper m 
portion of this Table. The lower portio11 of Table VI then 
shows the changes in the iron to ferrous oxide ratio with 
exposure and the confidence limits at which the differences 
of the means appear to be significant. The mean values 
of the diffraction ratio of iron/ferrous oxide are then 
shown graphically in Figure 11 against days of exposure in 
the humidity tub. The average change for two days exposure 
was a ten per cent decrease at 67 per cent confidence limits 
and for five daya ... 12 per cent at 70 per cent confidence 
limita. 
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Aggregetiqn of RU@t. Although it is reported <36 ) that 
untreated rust does not cause x-ray diffraction, steel speci-
mens were rusted and tested to bear this out. Separate 
specimens were exposed for one, five and six days, respec-
tively, to provide rusting values beyond what is expected to 
form under a paint film in normal service prior to failure. 
No diffraction was recorded other than the two alpha-iron 
peaks. Also, no ferric oxide was shown on specimens where 
paint had been removed with solvent from a panel retired 
from Corrosion Project No. 3. 
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Exposure Position Fe Diffraction 




























§.9ans == .l. 2 3 4 avg 
58 59 64 60 60.2 
43 43 47 46 44~8 
65 63 64 63 63.8 
50 46 51 51 49.1 
60 60 55 57 ss.o 
50 49 45 47 47.8 
57 60 55 56 57.0 
53 56 56 so 53.8 
42 43 41 43 42.2 
55 55 53 57 55.0 
55 52 57 55 54.8 
49 49 57 45 50.0 
54 48 51 46 49.8 
62 51 54 46 53.2 
47 43 47 49 46.5 
so 55 56 56 54.2 
44 44 43 44 
57 62 55 57 
59 56 63 60 
61 62 57 68 
64 62 63 64 
52 51 53 55 
64 65 59 62 











:t. _z 3 4 avg 
70 63 63 64 65.1 
54 58 57 78 61.8 
78 80 76 74 77.0 
72 72 53 58 63.8 
62 60 59 62 60.8 
62 60 68 77 66.8 
86 72 72 75 76.2 
75 88 75 85 80.8 
70 61 64 65 65.0 
71 70 69 69 69.8 
72 72 62 70 69.0 
69 76 70 78 73-2 
69 10 66 73 69.5 
69 76 64 67 69.0 
76 74 76 73 75.8 
63 65 70 69 66.8 
79 89 73 80 80.2 
76 83 75 80 78.5 
95 89 99 96 94.8 
92 )9 86 92 92.2 
90 82 93 89 88.5 
91 87 92 96 91.5 
~OS 08 02 05 105.0 
94 93 81 89 89.2 
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TABLE IV 



































1 2 3 4 avg 
91 75 73 83 80.5 
66 71 69 67 68.2 
90 85 87 89 87.9 
67 71 65 63 66~5 
63 65 65 60 63.2 
71 67 70 69 69.2 
78 78 73 80 7i.2 
65 66 67 69 66.8 
69 68 70 65 68.0 
56 53 52 so 52.8 
56 61 61 61 59.8 
60 61 55 51 56.8 
65 64 63 55 54.2 
70 70 69 66 68.8 
47 53 46 50 49.0 
65 54 56 55 56.2 
62 57 58 61 59.5 
53 55 56 58 55.5 
45 54 52 54 51.2 
36 38 37 36 36.8 
59 53 so 57 54.8 
63 70 64 58 63.8 
51 53 49 so 50.8 
60 61 58 60 59.8 
FeO Diffraction 
area units 
1 z 3 4 ayg 
73 66 67 63 67.2 
83 74 79 80 79.0 
79 78 82 79 79.5 
86 83 89 82 85.0 
73 70 70 78 72.8 
83 78 74 71 76.5 
74 78 79 74 76.2 
69 72 73 70 71.0 
64 63 65 68 65.0 
66 69 74 74 70.8 
69 71 79 70 72.2 
89 83 88 78 84.5 
80 70 79 68 74.2 
79 72 78 79 77.0 
68 57 63 76 66.0 
70 68 65 66 67.2 
60 64 57 64 61.2 
82 81 79 79 80.2 
36 47 49 51 45.8 
57 60 54 58 57.2 
56 60 60 65 60.2 
59 55 59 54 56.8 
78 80 82 85 81.2 
















































1 a 3 4 avg 
60 60 59 57 59.0 
63 66 55 63 61.8 
69 65 66 71 67.8 
61 63 61 69 63.5 
58 59 57 56 57.5 
56 60 58 55 57.2 
65 65 63 58 62.8 
69 71 74 66 70.0 
FeO Diffraction 
area units 
1 2 3 4 lyg 
74 68 80 78 75.0 
73 79 82 75 77.2 
79 79 79 78 78.8 
78 81 81 77 79.2 
81 85 89 83 84.5 
81 77 74 70 75.5 
84 84 83 83 83.5 
74 80 76 69 74.8 
48 50 52 53 5C.8 70 70 68 68 69.0 
42 46 48 50 45.4 59 60 65 61 60.8 
63 67 54 59 60.8 76 81 60 63 70.0 
46 45 46 50 46.8 64 71 69 68 68.0 
53 59 55 58 56.2 89 89 84 86 87.0 
46 49 48 52 48.4 65 71 78 76 72.5 
so 43 44 41 44.5 68 64 65 67 66.0 
55 54 50 55 53.5 59 64 70 64 64.2 
44 43 45 44 44.0 69 62 67 59 64.2 
42 41 41 40 41.0 73 73 68 65 69.8 
45 45 38 39 41.8 63 68 54 46 57.8 
27 44 31 27 32.2 34 55 51 36 44.0 
85 68 62 62 69.2 92 99 89 91 92.8 
51 54 50 60 53.8 82 93 89 91 88.8 
67 73 76 74 72.5 97 99 93 Y4 95.8 
79 55 60 68 65.5 100 75 79 78 83.0 
47 55 58 64 56.0 75 90 92 99 89.0 
61 63 63 69 64.0 93 97 99 99 97.0 
69 71 63 69 68.0 92 91 97 99 94.8 
55 59 64 63 60.2 86 92 94 97 92.2 
73 69 75 76 73.2 104 04 05 07 105.0 
56 62 63 54 58.8 91 98 99 98 96.5 
83 77 77 76 78.2 109 06 0~ 09 106.2 
77 83 81 82 80.8 105 05 16 10 109.0 
TABLE VI 
Changgs in the Iron/Ferrous Oxide Diffraction Ratio of )till Scale Upon Expo§!U'e 
Fe/FeO Ratios 
for Specimen A 
Fe/FeO Ratios 
for Specimen B 
Fe/FeO Ratios 
for Specimen C 
No of DaYs 0 2 5 0 2 5 0 2 5 18 
Position 1 0.923 0.649 0.536 1.198 1.046 0.972 0.787 0.737 0.685 0.629 
2 0.724 0.788 0.736 0.863 0.746 0.592 0,800 0.747 0.587 0.660 
3 o.821 0.794 o.628 1.1o6.o.828 1.118 o.86o o.869 0.723 0.717 
4 0.782 0.683 0.672 0.782 0.672 0.643 0.802 0.688 0.732 0.653 
5 0.770 0.717 0.714 0.868 0.730 0.910 0.680 0.646 0.746 0.697 
6 0.716 0.771 0.577 0.905 0.894 1.123 0.758 0.668 0.606 0.609 
7 0.748 0.614 0.595 1.013 0.742 0.626 0.752 0.674 0.757 0.736 
- 8 0,666 0.811 ~ 0.9~1 0.836 0.968 0.936 0.833 0.782 ~ Av~rage X 0.770 0.728 0-~f 0,9 0 0.812 0.882 0.72Z 0,733 0,703 o;ogo 
5 2 X 104 7.787 6.800 5.204 23.88 14.27 51.57 7.260 8.216 6.534 J,087 m 
Interval First Next Total First Next Total First Next Total Days Days Total 
of Days 2 3 S 2 3 S 2 3 S 2-18 5-18 18~-
Position . 1 -.27': ~.113 -.387 -.152 -.074 -.266 -.oso -.052 -.102 -.108 -.056 -.158 
2 +.064 -.0~2 +.0~2 -.117 -.054 -.171 -.053 -.160 -.213 -.087 +.073 -.140 
3 -.037 -.166 -.203 ~.278 +.290 +.011 +.009 -.146 -.137 -.152 -.006 -.143 
4 -.099 -.011 -.110 -.110 -.029 -.139 -,114 +.044 -.070 -.035 -.079 -.149 
5 -.053 -.003 -.056 -.138 -!··.J.SO +.042 -.0:4 +.100 +.066 +.0.51 -.049 +.017 
6 +.055 -.194 -.139 -.011 +.229 +.212 -.090 -.062 -.152 -.C59 +.003 -.149 
7 -.134 -.019 -.153 -.271 -.116 -.387 -.078 +.083 +.005 +.06~ -.021 -.016 
8 +.145 -.138 +.007 -,105 +.132 +.027 -.103 -.044 -.&47 -.022 -,048 -.195 
Aver~~e -.042 -.087 -.129 -.148 +,070 -.078 -.064 -.030 -.024 -.052 -,023 -.112 
Confidence 
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FIGURE 11. PLOT OF CIL\..~GES :m IRON TO FERROUS OXIDE 
DIFFRACTION RATIOS OF HOT-ROLLED STEEL 













One indication that baking operationsin inert gas might 
be useful in order to provide a diffraction measurement for 
rust was given in a diffraction pattern on a highly rusted 
mill scale specimen where along with iron and miilscale 
the six major peaks of gamma iron Ic oxide monohydrate and 
Hydrogoethite (Fe2o3 .H2o.nH2o) appear although as minor 
peaks only (Figure 6). There were no other such indications 
in diffraction patterns except for peaks at the d value of 
3.33 which is a major peak common to several ferric oxide 
hydrate forms. 
The first attempts at a baking operation using a carbon 
dioxide atmosphere showed a reaction where ferrous oxide so 
completely covered the steel specimen that no iron peaks 
were observed. 
An inert baking procedure was developed with mill sca1e 
free specimens, obtained by grinding and sanding panels of 
hot-rolled steel. Sand blasted specimens were then used to 
check the procedure. Sand blasted blanks always showed a 
small magnetite diffraction peak and the unidentified peaks 
at diffraction angles 33 degrees, 49 minutes (d=3.33) and 
25 degrees, 12 minutes (d=4.44) while the other mill scale 
free specimens showed iron peaks only. In achieving inert 
baking there were sometimes slight visual changes which 
were not apparent in the diffraction patterns. 
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The failure to record any rust diffraction following 
inert baking is shown in Table VII. Also, no conclusive 
changes could be found in values of diffraction area ratios 
of iron to magnetite or secondly of the ratio of iron to 
the peak at diffraction angle 33 degrees, 49 minutes, 
for d=3.33· 
Effegts of Paint B§king. The removal of a paint film 
by burning in oxygen or by inert baking seems possible, but 
the effects of these procedures upon the substrate or under-
film rust are critical to a subsequent measurement of cor-
rosion. 
Reduction of under-film rust by carbonization of the 
paint in inert baking was mtagested by the previous tests 
and was checked with a mill scale specimen. A reference 
specimen was examined with complete patterns at two posi-
tions and scans of the maximtun intensity peaks of iron, 
ferrous oxide and magnetite at fotw other positions before 
being painted with one and one half' mils of vinyl finish 
coat and then baked in an argon atmosphere. After this 
treatment the painted mill scale specimen had a dull sil-
very appearance with grey splotches and carbon fell off 
'tihen it was rexaoved :from the tube furnace. A diffraction 
pattern of the baked specimen showed extensive reduction 
of the oxide~ of scale. The six magnetite peaks were 
reduced to nothing except for an indication of the maxlmum 
-63-
TABLE VII 
Ru§t Aggregation Tests In Argon Atmosphere 
Test Specimen Remarks On Diffraction Pattern 
No, 
9 Sand blasted (SB), 
blank, not baked 
Blank pattern: Small magnetite 
& ndnor peaks at d:. 3·33 & 4.44 
10 
11 
Hand sanded, baked 
SB blank, baked 
Only Fe & very small FeO peaks 
Blank pattern 
SB 1 day rust, baked Blank pattern 
SB blank, baked Blank pattern 
SB 1 day rust, baked Blank pattern 
~~o specimens: both Blank pattern 
Vinyl7SB 1 day rust, 
baked 
SB blank, baked Blank pattern and some 
Oxidation including FeO peaks 
Vinyl/SB blank,baked Blank pattern 
SB 1 day rust, baked Blank pattern 
SB 4 day rust, baked Blank pattern & some FeO 
Vinyl/SB that had 
4 day rust, baked 
Blank pattern 
intensity peak within the trailing off of the eighty per 
cent relative intensity ferrous oxide peak. Hints of 
several al.pha ferric oxide peaks on the mill scal.e pattern 
were erased by the baking and the ferrous oxide peaks were 
visibly reduced, the iron to ferrous oxide diffraction 
ratio being approximately doubled at each of the six posi-
tions examined. No pigment diffraction peaks appeared. 
In a following series of tests it was attempted to 
burn off the paint in an oxygen atmosphere at relatively 
low temperatures and for short spans of time. 
The data of these burning tests in the nichrome element 
furnace are presented in the appendix while Table VIII 
summarizes the conditions of substrate o:ddation with paint 
burning, verified by x-ray diffraction. 
The vinyl finish coats were destroyed by baking in 
either an oxygen or inert atmosphere; the vehicle burned 
to such a degree so that residual pigments could be wiped 
off. By contrast the oil fini~1 coats e~1ibited an adher-
ence to polished cold-rolled steel specimens with baking. 
Table IX summarizes the conditions of heating and the re-
sults of these paint destruction tests. The detailed 
operation of the Burrell tube furnace for these tests is 
given in the appendix wHile Table X lists the ineffective 






































Results • • • • Diffraction Pattern. 
Changes 
Loose white powder ••• When comparing 
the pattern and scans with those of 
a sp.ecimen with original mill scale, 
0.5 mil vinyl, and 1.1 mil vinyl, 
respectively, it tfas observed that: 
1. Three major peaks of ~ -Fe2o3 had appeared 
2. The pattern had shifted from FeO 
to Fe3o4 (average Fe/FeO increase 
was five fold). 
There was a pattern of white residue 
across the grey mill scale ••• When 
comparing the x-ray pattern and scans 
to those before burning, it was ob-
served that: 
1. A very intense a( -Fe2 0 3 peak had 
appeared 
2. The pattern had shifted from FeO 
to Pe3o4 (average f'e/FeO increase 
from 2.4 to 3.0). 
The blank was dulled ••• Its diffrac-
tion pattern showed a strong series 
of Fe3o4 peaks. 
A black residue remained on the 
painted specimen ••• Its diffraction 
pattern also showed good Fe3o4 peaks. 
In comparing the two patterns it was 
observed thatz 
1. The ratio of the intensities of 
Fe3o4 for blank to painted speci-
men was only S to 4. 
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l'ABLE IX 
Paint Degtruction Te§ts in the Burrell Tu}2e Furnace 
Baking Operation 
Test Atm Time Temp 
Coating on 
Polished Cold-





15 650 1.8 mil vinyl 
to 
700 
30 780 0.9 mil vinyl 
to 
800 
30 Same 1.7 mil oil 
60 830 3.5 mil oil 
to 
860 
17 He 180 >1.472 1.7 mil. oil (8oooc) plus blank 
17a He 180 Same Same reused 
45 780 Blank 
to 
800 
45 Same 3.0 mil oil 
plus blanlc 
60 830 1.5 mil. oil 
to 1.5 mil vinyl 
860 plus blank 




1. 0 mil vinyl 
0.5 mil oil 
plus blank 
Result 
The vinyl peeled off 
in brittle dark pieces. 
TI1e steel was left 
smooth and shiny, but 
with areas of blue 
discoloration. 
Same 
Heavy black residue 
Same 
Same; blank was dulled 
to a gray color. 
No change 
Shiny, bluish 
Paint residue - cream 
colored froth design; 
blank - bluish. 
Oil - tan residueJ 
vinyl -(gone) area 
blued; blank - dulled. 
Multi-layered gray 
blisters. 
Vinyl -(gone) area blued; 
oil - tan residue; 
blank - trace of blue. 
TABLE X 
Oxygen Baked Reaidue** 
A. Abt•asiona residue could 
only be sanded or 
scraped off by a knife 
blade with scratching 
of substrate. 
A. Abrasiona much of the res-
idue would wipe off leav-
ing a froth or bubble 
pattern on the steel. 
B. Solvent testsl no results B. 
were obtained with any 
and a11 of the following 
1. water 
2. detergent sol.ution 
3· lubricating oil 
4. 10% NaOH, 30min, 45°C 
s. 10% NaOH, 30 min, 103.s•c 
6. MIBK, 30 min~ 8o•c 
7. Mercury, 18 hrs, 35°C 
B. l<IerclU'y, 1 hr, 100-150°C 
* Tests No. 15, 16 Table IX 
** Tests No. 19, 20 Table IX 
Solvent tests: no results 
were obtained with any 
and all of the following 
1. water 
2. 10% NaOH, 15 hrs, 95°C 
3. l-1IBK, 15 hra, 95•c 
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Solvent PAint: Removal. 1vith baking being an ineffec-
tive method of removal, solvent tests were t~ied. lt was 
found that blank polished cold-rolled steel specimens 
were not affected by solvent, so rust patterns might be 
revealed if the rust were washed away with the paint film. 
Fresh coats of vinyl and oil finim1es, as used in 
baking tests,were removed easily in methyl-isobutyl-ketone, 
the vinyl dissolving in a few minutes in the warm solYent 
while the oil softened and was easily wiped away. Tbe oil 
finish was cleaned off better by caustic -hile the ~inyl 
was resistant to ten per cent sodium hydrox1de solution 
at approximately 75°C for more than a day. lable Xl lists 
the solvent tests on specimens cut from reti~ed panels of 
Corrosion Project No. 3. Since no parlon panels had been 
returned from the exposure sites, separate specimens of 
parlon primer and finish over sand blasted steel were in-
cluded. 
Sample Calculation 
Two calculations are presented which do not involve 
data and results, but which preceeded the in~esttgation 
as an approximate check and consideration of the feastbil-
ity of making x-ray diffraction measurements of underfiliD 
TABLE XI 















Parlon Primer* No action 
Parlon Finish* " " 
Epoxy-15613 n n 
* not weathered 
10 ;i NaOII 



























High amount of rust 
ou the mill scale 




Little rust on scale 
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corrosion. Following, a sample calcu1ation is given on 
the confidence-limit analysis using "Student's" to check 
the significance of measLwed changes in mill scale iron-
to-ferrous oxide diffraction ratios with weathering. 
Under-film Rust Likely For Diffraction. A simple 
estimation of a few thousand crystalline layers expected 
to show adequate x-ray diffraction is converted to famil-
iar units for judgement on the extent of necessary under-
film corrosion as follows f'o1 ... an exauple of 104 crystal-
line layers: 




The interplauar spacing of d=-2.53 A used in the above cal-
culation is for the n1axiaum intensity diffraction of mag-
netite, this being larger than those of iron., ferrous 
oxide or ferric oxide. This calculation is, in the cubic 
systeru: 
d - a (h2 + k2 + 12)1/2 
0 
where: 
~0= the lattice parameter 
(hkl ) = the miller indices 
{1..1 ) 
For magnetite, d '\'las found to be 8.39 (3 2 + 1 2 + 1 2 } l/2 
0 
of 2.53 A. So it appeared that at least one tenth of com-
pacted rust was required to be picked up by x-rays. 
,.., .. 
- J ""· •• 
Under-ft~ Rust In a Diffraction Sample. This cal-
culation, based on the previous value, checks the amount 
of rust on a one square inch steel specimen with a one 
nul paint fi1m in order to see if ferric oxide is present 
at or above the generally required minimum (2-3 wt %) for 
diffraction line detection in a mixture. The individual 
component weights were figured as follows: 
Assuming the presence of 0.1 mil of rust, the weight 
of ferric oxide was calculated to be 0.008 grams. 
thickness x area x density= weight 
0.1 mil x 2.54 em x (2.54 cm) 2 x 5.12 g = o.oo8 g (14) 
103 mil cm3 
The iron of the steel base contributed to the diffrac-
tion pattern and this depth of iron is calculated from the 
following expression for a maximum diffracted intensity 
as given in Klug and Alexander, "X-Ray Diffraction Proced-
ures", page 252: 
where: 
thicl<ness = 3.2 sin 8/p 
~ = the linear absorption coefficient, 




Using equation (15) and the linear absorption coefficient 
of iron for iron radiation being 560, and the angle of 
2o degrees, 33 minutes, the depth of iron was calculated 
to be 0.00273 centimeters. Consequently the weight of 
iron was calculated as follows: 
thiclcness x area 2 x density 3 - weight 0.00273 em x (2.54cm) x 7.7 g/cm = 0.136 g (16) 
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A quantity of 0.34 grams of vinyl finish was applied 
to a panel of one inch square. Since the paint contained 
35 per cent non-volatile it follows that the weight of the 
dry paint wasa 
wet weJ.gh2 
0.34 g/in 
x weight fraction solids = dry weight 
X 0•35 = 0.119 g 
The weight per cent ferric oxide was then calculated ass 
100 X 0.008/0.008 + 0.136 + 0.119 = 3.04 % 
(17) 
(18) 
The 3.04 %value may actually he increased with baking for 
rust aggregation through the loss of paint. The vinyl fin-
ish was chosen for the calculation as it was the only paint 
actually used in x-ray penetration studies. 
'onfideQQ@ L'mi!{Jl for Small Sample§.. The use of "Stu-
dent's" t distribution as outlined in ~~ckley, Sherwood and 
Reed, "Applied l<1athematics in Chemical Engineering" page 6 71 
was entployed to calculate the deviations of the diffraction 
scan-pattern means from their population means with the 
probability of occurrence of such deviations. The purpose 
of such calculations was to check. for significance in any 
difference between two sample means. Thus, the operation 
was to assign limits on the sample means within which the 
population :ctean should fall at certain confidence values. 
When the limits on two such sample mean.s do not overlap, 
their difference r.tay be considered significant at the par-
ticular confidence value. As an illustration, the dif-
fraction ratio values of mill scale specimen B were con-
sidered at the zero and the two day exposure. Table VX 
lists the eight position values together with the aver-
ages and their variance. 
First, the mean or average (X) was calculated for 
each set of data. For zero days exposure X was found 
to be 0.960 for mill scale specimen BJ for the two days 
-exposure, X was found to be 0.812. 
The sample variance was then calculated using the 
equation 
am2 • ~(x-il2/n(n-l) 
where I 
! • the individual datum 
X == the average for a particular set of data 
n - number of data 
For the zero day set, Sm2 was found to be 0.1337/(8)(7)-
2.388x10-3J for the two day set, Sm2 was found to be 
o.07989/(8)(7)•1.427xl0-3• 
With "t" defined asz 
-t = X - X 
Sm 
where a 
X - (as before) the sample mean 
·-
A the population mean 
Sm- the square root of the s~ple variance 
< zo> 
the 95 per cent confidence limits can be taken from a table 
on distribution of "t" in any statistks book. Since there 
,., -~ 
~ ... i "-t-
were 8 data points and one mean, the degrees of freedom 
were 8-1 or 7. The "t" interval for 7 degrees of free-
dom is + 2.365. There fore, the 95 per cent confidence 
lir.rl.ts on the zero day mean are.± 2.365(2.388xJ.o-3)112 
or ± 0.116. This gave a spread to the zero day mean of 
0.960±0.116 or 0.844 to 1.076. Similarly the 95 per cent 
confidence limits on the tl10 day r:1ean were ± 2.365(1.427x10-3) 1/ 2 
or± 0.086, which gave a spread of values as 0.182±0.086 
or 0.726 - 0.898. These two spreads of values overlapped, 
so at 95 per cent confidence 1inits there was no distinction 
between the two sample neans. DroppinG to 80 per cent con-
fidence limits, the "t" interval for 7 degrees of freedoza 
bec&Jue 1.415. This gave a deviation to the zero day raean 
of ±1.415(2.388x10-3)l/2 or ± 0.069 and a correspondinc 
spread on the two day oean of ± 1.415(1.427xl.0-3)1/ 2 or 
± 0.053. This showed the zero day exposure value as 0.391 
to 1.029 and the t\'10 day expostwe value as 0.759 to 0.865. 
Thus, at 30 per cent confidence linits, the decrease in 
the mea.."l iron to ferrous oxide diffraction ratios of nill 




The discussion is pt"esented in three sections: 
(1) discussion of rcmtlts, (2) recom:.1endations1 and 
(3) linit.ations. 
Discus~on of Results 
The discussion o£ results follows the s~bject order 
of the section of Data and Results. In discussinG the 
work it is remembered that the goal of evaluating an-ti-
corrosive paints was to be achieved through the develop-
ment of a technique of measurinc; u.nder-fi1m corrosion 
by x-ray diffraction. There is a large nun1ber of prac-
tical tests for paint evaluation in which scientific 
objectives are secondary, and it is curious to note that 
as studied in this research, paint evaluation by compari-
son of the substrate after solvent removal of the paint 
:filrt seened to show more promise them the attenpts to 
dia£,!i"IlOse and apply x-ray diffraction for corrosion measure-
ment • 
.!.-?.-&Y P,onetration of_P..J!;i.n·~- F~~· A tiic;::;nssio:r::. on 
the penetration of paint films by x-rays is limited by 
the f"act. that the purpose was to check the practica.1ity 
of penetration of the anti-corrosive paints under con-
sideration. The first attempts showed pigments of the 
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finish or top coat and the suggestion of red lead from 
the primer coat. The degree of penetration is probably 
determined primarily by the pignents in the paint fil.m 
through their absorption coefficients. Thus, some pene-
tration was achieved with thin coats and fluorescence 
did not. seem serious. 
The mass absorption coefficient increases approxi-
mately as the third or fourth power of the atomic number, 
and except for irregularities of absorption edges, the 
mass absorption coefficient decreases rapidly 11ith a de-
crease in wavelength. So, greater penetration is ex-
pected with less pigment in the paint fi1m, lighter pig-
ments (lower atomic numbers) and shorter wavelength of 
radiation except for instances where fluorescence might 
interfere. With one mil of vinyl fini&1 enough to prac-
tically erase base iron pe~cs, x-ray penetration studies 
were discontinued. One reason to believe that the vehicle 
itself is not highly absorbing to x-rays is that by using 
eqt1ation (15) to calculate the thickness of titaniuo dioxide 
for its maxirn:tmt diffracted intenGity as 0.38 mils, then ap-
proximating tho equivalent thickness o:f the paint by divid-
ing this by the \'\~'eight fraction of pigment in the dry filLt; 
~.~., 0.38/0.387; this one nil value of vinyl finiru1 should 
probably not allow penetration patterns. Actually iron pe~{S 
were discernible with 1.1 mil coatings, so the vehicle itself 
does not appear highly absorbing. 
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Wpatbering of ~"lA Scale. The first consideration 
of exposing the triple oxide layer of scale to weathering, 
in context with the oxidizab:i.lity of ferrous oxide, its 
position above the base iron and the application of x-ray 
diffraction as a thickness calculation using the intensity 
values of a coating (FeO) and a base (Fe), was to follow 
the corrosion as an increasing diffraction ratio of iron 
to ferrous oxide. 
Significance of the "t" Calculation. The data 
on weathering of mill scale were insufficient for 
an analysis of variance, but without reason to sus-
pect otherwise, random distribution was as~uned for 
for the "t" calculation. 
~1e use of a particular value on confidence 
limits is arbitrary. Lowering of the external prob-
ability limits on "t" below 95 per cent in order to 
realize significance in the difference of sample 
n1eans with exposure is not a reflection on the 
measurement of diffraction values nor necessarily 
that of the method. 
:Ideally, the use of a statistical calculation 
is incompatible with non-randomly chosen positions 
(values), but random positioning of the specimen 
was impossible. A check on the repositioning pro-
cedure is shown in Table XII. 
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TABLE XI:l: 
~ ~e~ositiontng §~udt 2n M!ll §ca1e 
§peci@en ~ at lKe DaYs EIPRAure 
Iron to Ferrous Oxide Di~fraction Ratio* 
Deviation 
within eight positions 
within eight positions from 
position No. 1 
near position No. 1 
with repositioning at 






* overall. average change measured 0.067 
("deviation" with expost~e) 
Explanation of Dect'eased Diffraction Rati(. .• 
An increasing ratio of FeiFeO was expected, yet an 
ave1"age cltange for five days exposut'e of the three 
specimens shows- 0.100 or a 12 per cent decrease 
at slightly above 70 per cent confidence limits. 
Ferrous oxide can not be formed nor is it 
stable below 575GC, so the decrease of the iron to 
ferrous oxide ratio with exposure ca...Tt only be 
possible with a greater decrease of iron than any 
oxidation of ferrous oxide. Both the base steel 
and the iron in decomposed wustite contribute to 
the iron diffraction peaks. 
The nature of the WI.tstite layer in hot-rolled 
steel is conducive to both oxidation of the iron 
and protection of the ferrous oxide. Coarse grains 
of ferrous oxide are surrounded by the decomposition 
products irpn and magnetite which together form a 
strong electrolytic cell. The humid exposure in-
creases the certainty of local cell action causing 
a decrease in the mea~Jred diffraction ratio. 
In the absence of iron diffusion, oxygen dif-
fusion would generally oxidize the ferrous oxide, 
thus increasing the ratio. Wustite decomposition 
would also boost the ratio, but at the same time 
would increase the likeliness of local cell action 
to decrease the ratio. The prominence of this cell 
action and the measurement of decreased iron de·-
pends on a thick, partly decomposed wustite layer. 
Using diffraction peak heights rather than 
diffraction areas, the measurement of the sean-pat-
terns is accomplished at a great saving of time and 
effort. The relative trends in iron to ferrous 
orlde diffraction peaks are identical., but the de-
creases appeared significant at higher confidence 
limits. 
Agp,regat,on of Rust. The failure to record rust 
aggregation on diffraction patterns could be explained 
several ways. It does, however, seem likely that there 
was enough rust originally on the specimens, but either 
the method of aggregation or the handling of the speci-
mens could have been at fault. 
It was believed that a three hour inert baking was 
sufficient for dehydration, conversion and aggregation of 
alpha ferric oxide, but atmospheric pressure, increased 
by the mercury bubbler, may have reduced the mobility 
that is necessary for aggregation. Although the baking 
of rust on steel presents the opportunity for solid phase 
reactions, the reduced. ferric oxide should have appeared 
as magnetite or finally as ferrous oxide. Argon baking 
test No. 11 did show one rusted specimen with some fer-
rous oxide, but this was considerably less oxidation 
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than a "b~ank''. This indicates that the purge during 
baking was insufficient to remove al1 water, oxygen and 
carbon dioxide driven off from the rust into the atmos-
phere of the tube furnace before •ome oxidation took 
place. The oxidized b1ank had greater ma~"D.etite than 
ferrous oxide and so had not Wldergone the high tempera-
ture so1id phase reduction to ferrous oxide. 
Xf aggregation had actually been accompliw1ed1 it 
was pos$ible the ferric oxide would not have been bonded 
or adherent to the stee1J high temperature oxidation pro-
vides ferric oxide as a 1oose powdery coating. Without 
special precaution, aggregated ferric oxide could have 
been lost when placing a specimen in the open vertical 
mount of the x-ray spectrometer, but there was no evidence 
of such a loss. Any further discussion wou1d reconsider 
the necessity of a reported procedure of evacuated or 
hydrogen fi1led x-ray cameras to record aggregated rust 
diffraction patterns. 
Paint BAking. n1e b~clng operati~~ in general did 
not have the temperature c1osely controlled- but supplied 
adequate specimens to test for substrate reduction or 
oxidation with paint destruction. The r•ther extensive 
reduction of mill. scal.e with the Argon baking of vinyl 
finish might be lessened considerably with a l.ess severe 
., 
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baking, yet, the baking schedule of three hours over 
800°C was that chosen for under-film rust aggregation. 
The paint burning tests with oxygen in the nichrome 
element furnace were not refined nor developed as a 
prominent part of the investigation and specimen temper-
ature measurements are questionable because of uncer-
tain thermocouple positioning. Comparison of the tests 
is difficult, but, of the ~1ree tests where substrate 
oxidation was verified by x-ray diffraction, Test No. 6 
may have presented excessive conditions, while Teat No. 8 
had measured conditions less severe than another where a 
similiar specimen with an additional 0.4 mil thickness 
was not destroyed, and irrespective of measured condi-
tions Test No. 11 left some black residue, indicating 
incomplete paint burning. 
With direct, quantitative measurements of corrosion 
being impossible tmder the present circumstances, paint 
destruction with baking was further investigated with 
the idea that some other measurement could be pursued. 
One such consideration was that inert baking should pro-
bably not destroy an under-film rust pattern on poli&ted 
steel even with reduction by the charred paint vehicle. 
However, the oil finish left an extremely adherent carbon-
ized residue with "destructive distillation" below the 
temperature for carburization or case-hardening. Oxygen 
baking tests in the tube furnace were made with vinyl 
and oil paints only. The "face powder" colored oil paint 
residue pattern ended the check on the usefullness of 
such a removal method for the series of anti-corrosive 
paints. It m.ay be noted that the normal.ly poor adherence 
of vinyl P4ints ~lowed up in baking tests where smal.l 
brittle pieces were observed to have curled off leaving 
a olean substrate. r.he o~dation of blanks appeared un-
important with respect to a visual comparison of rust pat-
terns, showing only faint bluish interference colors at 
periods of 45 minutes at 780-800°F. Higher temperatures 
brought dul.ling and finally the baking schedule with 
oxygen showed the expected multi-layered gray blisters 
of excessive oxidation. 
SoJ.vent R.@mpv.al gf Paipta. No weathered chlorinated 
rubber specimens were retired from Corrosion Project No. 1 
and fre•l coats required boiling caustic for removal, as 
did weathered epoxy. The boiling caustic (approximately 
JN) showed no visual effects on substrate and was below 
the conditions required for hydrogen generation. Obser-
vation of the surface appearance of the specimens after 
solvent paint removal was not the primary objective of 
the test, so no considerations were given to duplication 
or arrangements for conclusive comparisons. However, it 
should be mentioned that the under-fi1n rusting visible 
after paint removal correlated closely, as expected to 
the original surface preparation. 
Not sufficiently tested to warrant nention in the 
section on Data and Results was the folJ.ow:lng indication 
that under-film corrosion could be observed after re-
moval of the paint fi~ with a solvent before corrosion 
products showed through the paint film. Two pol.ished 
col.d-rolled steel specimens \'/ere coated with 1.0 oil vinyl 
fini.sh and 1.2 mil oil. finish, respectively, and exposed 
.in the humidity tub for a period of 25 days. Upon removal 
from the humidity tuh only one small rust spot was observed 
on each specimen and this apparently occured lt~hen the paint 
film had somehow been chipped. A 30 minute treatment in 
warm methyl-isobutyl-ketone (approximately 75°C) dissolved 
the vinyl film revealing two distinct areas where the mir-
ror finish had been etched and also revealing a light rust 
pattern as a desi@l apparently where a finger prin~ had 
been placed priOl"" to painting. The oil finish was not 
dissolved in the solvent treatment, but was softened so 
that the paint wiped off cleanly. The cente1, area was un-
changed, but al.most half of the area in a border around 
the specimen showed a dulling of the mirrored surface. 
This borde1.. area had been given an appreciably thicker 
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coating of paint. as an att,empt to prevent rust creepage 
fron the unpainted bottom and edges of the specimen. 
Since the corroded area in the border did not reach to 
the edge of' the speci:r.xen, it lfas believed that the cor-
rosive action resulted from an oxygen concentration cell. 
There are numerous ways in which this investigation 
could be extended and improved. Each recommendation will 
be discussed under its appropriate headi1~. 
Unpigmented Vebi&leg. The use of iron radiation in 
the Norelco Type no 12021 spectrometer might be entirely 
satisfactory for x-ray penetration of unpigmented "paint" 
fi1ms 1 but direct visual observation of under-film cor-
rosion would then be feasible. 
f!.!Fth§r Studies on Njll. SQale Weijtheriru:r. Continued 
effort with x-ray diffraction on hot-rolled steel would be 
interesting in several respects. 
Checking of results should be done with more values 
and random deterndnations perhaps with cit .. cul.ar specimens 
and without repeated scanning. Such a check should in-
cl.ude investigation of the diffraction ratio magnetite to 
ferrous oxide as the postulated local cell action uses as 
much magnetite as iron, so that scale with a thin magnetite 
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layer could m1ow a eraater per cent decrease in dif-
fraction ratios at low values of the ratio. 
It is believed that the experimentally :1eaeP-:-- ,.. .. ! 
decrease in the Fe/FeO ratio should be reduced in mag-
nitude or show a reversal to positive values with con-
tim::.ed exposure as a result of both depletion of avail.-
ahle iron in the wustitc layer f'or the Fe- Fe3o4 cell 
action and oxidation of exposed FeO. This trend with 
continued exposure might be hastened by submerging the 
mill scale specimen in water rather than merely expos-
ing t-he specimen in the humidity tub, while the trend 
might be slowed with exposure to air or oxygen below 
the critical humidity level. 
Any extension of the study on weathering of mill 
scale might well include a heat treatment, below 570°C 
and perhaps at 480°C, as an attenpt to increase wustite 
decomposition and so increase the likelihood of local 
cell corrosion. 
Vacugm Ftg:nAQe. An improvement on the attempts at 
rust aggregation would lie in '·acuum baking. The dura-
tion of heating could be extended and solid phase re-
ductive reactions with iron substrate would only m1ift 
the sea:r'ch from ferric oxide throt.gh magnetite to fer-
fous oxide as the stable oxide in equilibrium with iron 
above S6o•c. 
.~, , ... 
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.§geci.ffien BMeJ.J."'On-Constantan TJlermocouplsz. Another 
intprovement in the investigation would he in bett.er mea-
surement. of specimen ter::tperatures in burning. Heasu.re-
ment of the specioen terJ.perat.nre at the paint film ia 
possible, for example, if a constantan wire were embedded 
in the surface of the steel sp€cimen in order to use the 
base iron a a part of the f:hermocouple. 
Gxt.ension of So.l..Y.ent.:. .PiliP..t ... Ketn_q,.v& _T~ts. · A pro-
posed procedure would involve strip a of polisl:tecl cold-
rolled steel bein::.:; dlp eoateC::. a-1d t,;;:'q>osed in the ht.uni-
dity tub. Spcciracns 't'i'm.tld be sawed off for increasing 
intervals of exposu.re and visually coupared after sol-
vent paint ren1oval. neyo:1d visual comparisons, "A 
Reflectivity Nethod For !·1casur:tn;:;- the ':;.'arnishi;lc; of 
Hig-hly-PoJ.ished Hetals" as done by Kem'iorthy and 
WaldraL'1 {l03) seems appropriate. 
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Limitations 
The work done in this investigation was governed by 
the following limitations. 
X-Rays. Except for one pattern made by courtesy of 
the u. s. Bureau of Mines, al1 x-ray patterns were obtained 
with the Norelco Type No 12021 Spectrometer. Iron K -~ 
radiation was employed with the beam intensity established 
with a tube current of six mi1liamps at twelve kilovolts. 
Nickel and copper tubes available for use in a newer model 
Norelco spectrometer were unsuitable for iron specimens. 
Paints. The paints, employed both as fre~1 coats 
and as weathered fi1ms on retired panels, were supplied 
by Corrosion Project No. 3 of the Corrosion Committee of 
the Federation of Societies for Paint Technology. All 
were proprietary materials. 
Substrate. Considerations of corrosion measurement 
were limited to those for steel, polished cold-rolled 
steel and hot-rol1ed steel as substrate. 
ExRosure. The conditions chosen as standard for 
exposure were 62°C air saturated with water vapor. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
Using a series of proprietary anti-corrosive paints, 
investigation of methods to measure under-fiLm corrosion 
by x-ray diffraction with iron K- dt radiation at a tube 
current of six milliamps and twelve kilovolts led to the 
following conclusions: 
1. Quantitative measurements for tmder-film cor-
rosion were impossible through paints as thin as one mil 
dry film thickness. 
2. Changes in the wustite layer of previously un-
rusted panels of hot-rolled steel corroded up to 18 hours 
in water saturated air at 62°C show a rate of reaction of 
iron-magnetite local cell action greater than the oxida-
tion of ferrous oxide. 
3· Using one and four day rusted steel specimens, 
five ~ch mercury pressurized argon baking for three 
hours over 8oo•c failed as an aggregation procedure to 
effect x-ray diffraction. 
4. Quantitative measurements for under-film cor-
rosion are impossible with three hot~s at over 8oo•c 
inert baking of paints as thin as one and one half mil 




Outdoor exposure testing programs represent the re-
liable means of paint evaluation. Improvement would lie 
in a saving of time and expense, if not in actually making 
a quantitative measurement of corrosion. 
The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the 
feasibility of employing x-ray diffraction to measure under-
film corrosion for rating a series of anti-corrosive r;ui.ot!:.s. 
The pentrating power of x-rays for ru.aking non-destruc-
tive measurements through paint films was limited by the 
pigment content and absorbing power, such that practical 
measurements are impossible even at a film thickness of 
one mil. 
Diffraction patterns were made on samples of hot-rolled 
steel by scanning the iron and ferrous oxide ~ajor intensity 
peaks at eight positions to note any change with exposure in 
62°C moisture saturated air. The average iron to ferrous 
oxide diffraction ratio showed a general. decrease which was 
checked for significance by "Student's" t and interpreted 
as the result of two separate corrosion reactions. Electro-
chemical corrosion with iron and magnetite decomposition 
products in wu.stite acting as anode and cathode respectively 
would decrease the diffraction ratio while OBidation of 
ferrous oxide causes an increase. This measured decrease 
on previously unrusted mill scale indicates a local cell 
corrosion rate of reaction greater than that of ferrous 
oxide oxidation for the first few days exposure. Al-
though a real effect was observed, as presently measured, 
it is not a quantitative measure of corrosion. 
Since r1:1st is a mixture of forms of hydrated iron 
oxides which are non-diffracting to x-rays, rusted steel 
specimens were argon baked three hours over 800°C as an 
attempt at aggregation, but no diffraction patterns were 
recorded. 
This inert baking proced~we proposed for rust aggre-
gation was tested with painted specimens and mill scale 
as the under-film oxides. Extensive reduction resulting 
from carbonization of the paint showed that sor.te other 
method of paint removal was necessary. 
Attempts at removal of paint films by burning in 
oxygen showed substrate oxidation, even with incomplete 
destruction of the vehicle. Although no under-film cor-
rosion was directly meastwed, the extent of substrate 
oxidation ,.,i th paint burning appears so great as to make 
subsequent measure of under-film corrosion uncertain 
even with comparison to the results of burning paint off 
of unexposed blanks. 
Although a measurement of under-film corrosion would 
be affected by an oxygen or inert baking, a rust pattern 
on polished steel might be relatively unchanged. When it 
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was found the oil finish left an adherent residue with 
either an oxygen or a helium atmosphere baking, the 
series of anti-corrosive paints were tested for solvent 
removal. Chlorinated rubber primer and finish coats 
and weathered specimens of oil, all~yd- phenolic, and 
epoxy anti-corrosive paint systems were removed in 
caustic while the vinyl system dissolved in methyl-
isobutyl-ketone. Al.tho'l..l[;h not objectively studied, 
there were indications of promise for paint evaluation 
by cou9arison of rust patterns on polished steel after 
solvent paint removal. 
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VII. APPENDICIES 
For completeness, the following sections include a 
list of material and apparatus used in the investigation, 
data on paint burning tests in the nichrome element fur-
nace and destructive paint baking tests in the Burrell 
tube furnace. 
MateriA!§ 
Boax:d. Tr8ruiit!• Half inch scrap transite obtained 
from the shop, Che~cal Engineering Building, l41ssouri 
School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla, l-1issouri. Sawed 
to 33"xao 1/2" and used as a top for the humidity tub. 
C&lciuru Chloride. Purified, anhydrous, 8 mesh, 
granulated, J. T. Baker Chemical Company, Phillipsburg, 
New Jersey. Used in desiccator for preserving specimens 
when not being exposed or tested. 
Calcium Sp.lfate. Anhydrous, 8 mesh, granulated, 
"Drierite", w. A. Hammond Drierite Company, Xenia, Ohio. 
Used as a first drier in a gas purification train for 
inert baking. 
Crucible Cov~rs. High Form crucible covers, Number o, 
Coors, Fim1er Scientific Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Used as painted specimens in paint bt~ning tests. 
1.2-Dieh1oro~~hape. Colorless liquid, Lot no. 380112, 
Natheson Coleman and Bell Division, The Matheson Company, 
Inc., Norwood, Ohio. Used as a solvent in paint removal 
tests. 
G@S!Sa Coepresged. Cylinder gases used in baking 
operations. 
Purity 99.9% with under 0.002 volume per 
oxygen, under 0.002 vo1ume per cent hydro-
gen and main impuri t.y being nitrogen, The 
Matheson Company, Inc., Joliet, I11inoia. 
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Carbon Dio~~. No purity analysis, manufactured 
locally and supplied by the 
Grapette Company, Rolla, ~~ssouri. 
H~liMm• Oil pumped, purity 99.9%, The 
:r.·Iatheson Company, Inc. Joliet, 
Illinois. 
Qxygen. Extra dry, purity 99.6%, The 
~~theson Company, Inc., Joliet, 
Illinois. 
G@sket Ml!teriaL Rubber. Eighth inch scrap gasket 
material obtained from the shop, Chemical Engineering 
Building, Missouri School of }.fines and ~ietallurgy 1 Rolla, 
Missouri. Cu.t. and used as a seal between the hu.m.idity 
tub and the transite board used as a top. 
tnsu1at~on. Glass Wool. Two 2-inch deep batts of 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas building insulation with vapor 
barrier backing, 4'x 2•, Powell Lumber Company, Rolla, 
Hissouri. Cut and fit to insulate the humidity tub. 
~a.fi!!esi!l}l! Perch.lor@te. Anhydrous, granulated, Lot 
no. 7-573 1 Fisher Scientific Company, Pittsburg, Pennsyl-
vania. Used as driers in a gas purification train for 
inert baking. 
}liethYl-Isobut:v;l-Ketone. Supplied by Shell Chemical 
Company to the Paint Laboratory, Old Chemistry Building, 
~:Iissouri School of Mines and :uetallurgy, Rolla, Hissouri. 
Used as a solvent in paint removal tests. 
-9t)-
HgrourY• Technical g-rade, Lot no. 91502, J. T. Baker 
Chendcal Company, Phillipsburg, New Jersey. Used to effect 
a seal and pressurized purge in baking operations. 
Paints, Anti-corrosive. The paints that were used in 
this research were proprietary materials supplied for 
Corrosion Project No. 3, undertaken at the North D~{ota 
Agricultural College and continued at the School of l~nes 
and Hetallurgy for the Corrosion Committee of the Federa-
tion of Societies for Paint Technology. The priners and 
finishes are listed: 
Primers: 
Red Lead Alkyd Primer (Rinshed-Mason Reference 
No. XR-8952, Federal Specification TT-P-86a, 
Type III). 
Red Lead Epoxy Est~er Primer (Shell Reference 
No. 456-19). 
Red Lead Vinyl Primer (Bakelite Reference No. 
XE-5259, Federal Specification !<liL-P-15929). 
Red Lead Linseed Oil Prir.ter (DuPont Reference 
No. 2050, Federal Specification TT-P-86a,Type I). 
Red Lead Phenolic Type Primer (Devoe and Raynolds 
Reference N0 • HL-1893, Federal Specification 
TT-p-86a, Type IV). 
Red Lead Chlorinated Rubber Primer (Hercules 
Powder Reference No. X-8916-89-3). 
Finishesr 
Gray Alkyd Type House Paint (Ri."lshed-Hason ReFer-
ence No. XR-8988, Federal Specification 
MIL-P-15130-A) • 
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Gray Epoxy Ester Finish Coat (Shell Reference 
No. 456-19). 
Gray Vinyl Type Finish Coat (Dakelite Reference 
No. XE-5403, Structural Steel Council Speci-
fication No. 9). 
Gray Linseed Oil Type Finish Coat (DuPont Refer-
ence No. 2050, Federal Specification TT-P-102, 
Amendment 2, Class B). 
Gray Phenolic Type Finish Coat (Devoe and Raynolds 
Reference No. ~a-1892, Structural Steel Council 
Specification SSPC-105-SST). 
Gray Chlorinated Rubber Finish Coat (Hercu1es 
Powder Reference Ng. X-8916-Bi-3). 
The vinyl finish was primarily used in tests of x-ray 
penetration of films and effects of paint baking on under-
film oxides. The oil finish was also used in paint re-
moval studies by baking while solvent removal tests in-
eluded the use of parlon primer and finish coats as well 
as the remaining series of anti-corrosive paints of the 
Corrosion Project as specimens cut from exposed panels re-
tired by June 1960. The formulations of the primers and 
finim1es are given in Tables XIII, XIV, and XV. 
Pot§fi§ium Hydroxige. Pellets, Analytical Reagent, 
Lake l~ood l.Yarehouse, St. Joseph, Hissouri. Used as a 60% 
solution in distilled water in preparation of postassium 
pyrogallol as an oxygen absorber in a gas purification 
train for inert baking. 
Pyrogallol. Crystals, Reagent Grade, Cat. no. 5-7149, 
Lot no. 40198, Merck and Company, Inc., Rahway, New Jersey. 
Used as 15 grams in 100 ml of 60% potassium hydroxide, see 
above. 
TABLE XIII 
ComJ?ositicn of Primers (Per cent 12z weight} 
Paint TYDe 
.Qil ~e_n_gLi_c:_ Chlorinated Rubber 
Red Lead Oxide 77.04% 55.90% 18.33% Indian Red 
-
- o.so Zinc Chromate 
-
- 3.36 Aratone 270 
-
- 3.13 Asbestine 
- 4·43 Fib rene 
- - 7.74 Celite 281 
- 5.32 Aluminum Stearate 0.29 0.24 0.27 I Duraplex 
- - 22.33 '-0 Soya Lecithin (50%) 0.17 00 
-
- l Phenolic Varnish* 
- 26.03 Parlon S-20 
·-
- 11.00 Raw Linseed Oil 11.32 Pale Heat Bodied Linseed Oil 3.54 Mineral Spirits 7-47 7.81 6.67 Solvesso 100 
-
- 26.67 Cobalt Naphthenate (6%) 
- o.o8 Lead Naphthenate (24%) 0.11 0.19 Manganese Naphthenate (6%) 0.06 
1oo.oo% 7-----100. OO,o 100.00% 
* Phenolic Varnish - see Table XV. 
TABLE XIII (continued) 
Composition ~ Primers (per cent Qz we!ght) 
Paint TYJ?e 





Alkyd Resin (Beckosol P-671) 
Bakelite Vinyl. Resin VAGH 
Epon Ester S-8 Resin 
I•Iethyl Isobutyl Ketone 
l<lineral Spirits 
Toluene 

































Comoosi tion of F;Lpi§!les .iP..m:, cent hx, weight) 
Pain.t_ ';r_yne Oil Phenolic Ch1orinated Rupber 







White Lead 20.40 
Zinc Oxide 16.49 30.72 


















Bodied Linseed Oil 5.83 
Raw Linseed Oil 23.44 







Cobalt Naphthenate (6%) 
- 0.17 
Lead Naphthenate (24%) 0.24 0.43 
Manganese Naphthenate (6%) 0.12 
1oo.oo% 1oo.oo% 1oo.oo% 
* Phenolic Varnish - see Table III. 
TABLE XIV (continued) 
Composition of Finishes {per ~ ,2x weight) 
Pain_t _Typ~ AlkYJl_ Epoxy Egter 
~itaniurt Dioxide 5.15% 26.62% Chrone Yellow 
- 0.12 Larup Black 0.10 0.24 Zinc Oxide 18.72 3.00 1•1agnesilll11 Silicate 13.10 A1kyd Resin (neckosol 296079) 39.31 
-Bakelite Vinyl VYHH 
- -Epon Ester S-8 Resin 
- 30.00 Tricresyl P!1osphate 
-
-Hi Flash W,I & P Naphtha 6.08 
-:Hethyl Isobutyl Ketone 
-
-1-:Iineral Spil"•its 16.85 40.00 Toluene 
-
















Primer (S!e T&bte XIII) 
BR-4036 Bakelite Phenolic Resin 
·China Wood Oil 
Mineral Spirits 
Finiah (See T§ble XIV) 
Linseed Oil 



















SostLHB Hydroxide. Pellets, Reagent Grade, Code 2255, 
Lot no. N343C, Baker and Adamson, Allied Chemical and Dye 
Corporation, New York, New York. Used as a 10% solution 
in distilled water for paint removal tests. 
§&eel Panel, Cold-Rolled. Steel bar, cold finished 
C-1018, 1/4" x 8tt x 1'-0", hacksawed to length and deburred, 
one side highly poliahed1 flatness within 0.005" , Joseph 
T. Ryerson & Sons, Inc., St. Louis, ~assouri. Cut and used 
as substrate in paint removal tests. 
S;!:;eel Panels, Hot-Rolled. Steel panels, 1/4" x 6" x 12", 
supplied for Cot·rosion Project No. 3, with analysis given 
in Table X\~. Cut and used as mill scale specimens for 
weathering tests and various other tests in penetration 
and effects of paint baking. Some specimens were descaled 
with a gr·inding wheel then one entire panel was used as the 
source of sand blasted specimens in rust aggregation tests. 
Finally, specimens were cut from painted, exposed, r.etireu 
panels from Corrosion Project No. 3 for snlvent removal 
tests on various weathered anti-corrosive paints. Panels 
so used are listed below and an explanation of the punched 












No Parlon panels retired by June 1960. 
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TABLE XVI 



















United States Steel Company, Applied Research 
Laboratory, Monroeville, Pennsylvania. Letter, 
December 29, 1955 from ~w. c. P. Larrabee to 
Dr. Wouter Bosch. 
TABLE XV:C: 
Coge Nqmpgr SYstem gn Panela Used ln Corrosion Project No. 3 
First Number - Panel Type 
1. 6" x 12" panel 
2. Scribed panel 
3. KTA panel 
4. Angle panel 
Second Number - Surface Preparation 
0. !-till scale intact 
1. Partially rusted; hand wire brushed 
~.. Partially rusted, aand blast 
3. Partially rusted,·"brush-off" sand blast 
4. Completely rusted; hand wire brushed 
s. Completely rusted, sand blast 







Fourth Number - Film Thickness (mils) 
1. 1 primer and 1 finish 
2. 1 and3 
3· 1 and 5 
4· 2 and 2 
s. 2 and 4 
6. 2 and 6 
Fifth Number - Expost~e Site 
1. Fargo, North Dakota 
2. Detroit, Michigan 
3. Kure Beach, No~th Carolina 
10( 
Steel Papal§. 1/16" x 6" x 12", smooth, low al.loy 
cold-rolled steel panels obtained in the Paint Laboratot"Y, 
Room 103, Old Chemistry Building, Missouri School of l·iine~; 
and :t<Ietallurgy, Rolla, ?..fissouri, with analysis given in 
Table XVIII. Used ~n some paint film x-ray penetration 
tests and baking tests. 
Stoppars, Rupber. Various stoppers obtained :from the 
Department of Chemistry &l"'ld Chemical Engineering or the 
Hissouri School of Hines and Hetallurg;y, Rolla, l·lissouri. 
Used in gas lines on baking operations. 
J.l:\bing, Glass ;md Rubber. Various tubing obtained 
from the stockroom of the Department of Chemistry and Chemi-
cal Engineering of the }iissouri School of Nines and Hetal-
lur::;y, Rolla, Nissouri. Used fOl"' connections ar .. d gas lines 
in baking operations. 
WAter, Distilled, Obtained from the distilled water 
syste~n, Chemical Engineering Building, :t-Iissouri School of 
Hines and M:etallurgy, Rolla, 11lissouri. L·sed in pyrogallol 
solution and caustic solutions in paint removal tests. 
WJ!ter. T§p. Obtained from water line in the Paint 
Laboratory, Room 103, Olt! Chemistry Bu.il.dinr;, }'Iissouri 
School of Uin~s and Hetallurtnr, I<.o11a, Missouri. Used in 










\'weight ess:: cent 
0.1 - 1.0 
approx 0.1 
o.o1 - o.1 
o.o1 - 0.1 
The Harshaw Chemical. Company, Product Development and 
Applications# 1945 E. 97th Street, Cleveland 6, Ohio 
Letter, August 3, 1960 from l-Ir. V. J. lveir to :Mr. 
Hichael Kralis. 
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Baker F!1m App!icatpr. 8• gate, 0 to 10 mils wet 
film application, Gardner Laboratories, Bethesda, Maryland. 
Used to apply paints to cold-rolled panel 
Desiccator. Six inch size, Fisher Scientific Company, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Used to preserve specimens. 
Dr :tin& Xowex:. Pyrex, Fisher Scientific Company, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Used to hold Drierite and mag-
nesium perchlorate for gas drying. 
F:m:nace, N!ghrome El:ement. 1-4 nichrome coils to 110 
volt line or with variac control, fire brick and magnesia 
insulated with a capped iron pipe (crucible-size) speci-
men holder having a delivery pipe; constructed by Nr. 
o. K. Lay and used with his gas flow heater described in 
his Thesis, "Use of a Steady State Flow Reactor in the 
Study of Rapid Gas Phase Reactions", 1953· Furnace stored 
in the Glass Shop, Room 107, Old Chemistry Building, ~ussou.ri 
School of 1·1ines and ~Ietallure:,.-y, Rolla, Missouri. Used with 
hl1ermocouple temperature measurement in paint burning tests. 
Furnace, Burrell, Glo-Bar1 high temperature tube 
furnace, Type CTA 2-9, 220 volts, 1.5 kilowatts demand at 
250o•c, Burrell Tecl~ical Supply Company, Pittsbur{~l, Penn-
-.109·-
sylvania. Furnace is located in Room 306, Chemical 
Engineering Building, Missouri School of ~lines and Metal-
l.llrgy 1 Rolla, Missouri. Used in inert atmosphere aggre-
gation, paint baking tests and oxygen baking tests for 
paint removal on polished cold-rolled specimens. 
Gar9Aer t:Iephpnigal Film ,Applicator. 9" x 12" vacuum 
plate surface, 110 volt, 60 cycle, application speed -
1"/see., Gardner Laboratories, Bethesda, Maryland. Used 
to move Baker Fi1m Applicator at a uniform rate in coat-
ing panels. 
Gg Meter. "Precision" Wet Test :Meter, Serial no. 
B4SS, Precision Scientific Company, Chicago, Illinois. 
Used to calibrate the rotameter tube. 
Gl§ PiEe~. Pyrex, 2-bulb absorption pipet, Type no. 
10-640, Fisher Scientific Company, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. 
Used for pyrogallol solution in gas purification train for 
inert baking. 
HumiditY Tub. Metal tub "Blister Box" with Cenco 
thermoregulator, The Eagle-Picher Company, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Modified with transite top, insulation, and 300 watt, 
110 volt, Fenwal immersion heater. Used to produce con-
stant conditions of exposure for weathering specimens. 
PJ.u.:Lmtter. :t-1odel no. 11416, Eugene Dietzgen Company, 
Germany. Used to measure x-ray diffraction peak areas. 
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fotentiometer• Portable Indicator, Model no. 8105, 
The Foxboro Company, Foxboro, Massachusetts. Used with 
an iron-constantan thermocouple for temperature measure-
ments in paint burning and temperature measurements in 
establishing a procedure for inert atmosphere baking 
operations. 
Sangblast. industrial Dust Control Sandblast, Order 
no. H2940 1 '\i. w. Sly ~Ianufacturing Con1pany, Cleveland, 
Ohio with Dustube Dust Collector, Serial no. A855671 
American Wheelabrator and Equipment Corporation, ~ashawaka, 
Indiana. The equipment is located in the Foundry L&bora-
tory, Room G-6 1 Old ~ietallur~y Building, Hissouri School 
of Mines and ~letallurgy, Rolla, ~lissouri. Used to remove 
mill scale from hot-rolled steel specimens for use in 
rust aggregation tests. 
~. Doall Model 1-1L, Serial no. 447241, Doall South-
ern Company, St. Louis, Missouri. The saw is located in 
the Hachine Shop, Room 105, !vlechanical Eng·ineering Building, 
Hissouri School of l-Iines and Hetallurgy 1 Rolla, :f\Ussouri. 
Used to cut specimens from steel panels. 
Thickness Gage. Type B1 D0-71 F2, Model no. A337AY2 1 
General Electric Company, West Lynn, Massachusetts. Used 
to measure dry film thickness on painted specimens. 
-11~-
Tube, Combustio_g,, 1" x 26n Sentry high temperature 
combustion tube, Coers no. 10-473-lD, Fisher Scientific 
Company, Pit-tsburg, Pen.."'lsylvania. Used in the Burrell 
Glo-Ba.r Furnace. 
~ube, Rot~ter. Fisher Porter tube 2L 150/13, 
Fisher Scientific Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Used 
to indicate gas flows in baking tests. 
:!,-Ray Spectrometer. }Jorelco Type l~o. 12021, Serial 
no. 4624511, 115 volts, 60 cycles, 0.7 KVA, Geiger Counter 
X-Ray Spectrometer employing an Iron x-ray tube, 6 ndlli-
amps and 12 KVA. 
Norelco Recorder for Geiger Counter X-Ray Spect:co1;J.eter: 
Sorensen Regulator, :Hodel lO~os, Serial no. 1-786, 
Sorensen and Company, Inc., Stanford, Connecticut. 
Brown Potentionm.eter·, X.Iodel no. 158Xl2V-X-30YlO, 
Serial no. 332186, The Brown Instrument Company, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania .. 
The above eqctipment is supplied by North American Philips 
Cor:tpany, Inc., New York, New York and is set up in Room 105, 
Fulton Hall, 1·assouri School of Hines and :Hetallurgy, Rolla, 
Hissouri. Used to obtain all diffraction patterns of the 
investigation except for one attempt at penetration of a 
painted specimen as e>..'"Plained immediately below. 
X-Rgx Spectrometer. General Electric XIID-3D Spectro-
meter unit employing a Holybd.enum tube, 16 m.illiar.1ps and 
50 KVA, General Electric X-Ray Corporation, Hilwaukee, 
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Wisconsin. This equipment is the property of the u.s. 
Bureau of Hines, Rolla, Hissouri and a courtesy pattern 
was made on a mill scale specimen as a reference, then 
on a phenolic panel no. 22313, retired from the Corrosion 
Project, as an attempt at penetration of a paint film 
with molybdenum radiation. 
-l.l.J-
Nichrome Bl.emeut FU£J1AP9 Petnt Burn;l.ng Teat• 
The paint burning teats :f.n the nichrome el.ement. furnace 
were not re~~ned nor devel.oped as a prom1nent part of the 
thesis. Although temperature control. was poor, the teats 
suppl.ied auitable apecimens for studies o~ aubatrate sub-
strate oxidation with paint burning. A anmmary of these 
burning tests is shown in Tabl.e .XXX and Tabl.e XX l.iats 
the data on each burning test. 
TABLE XIX 
SummarX sf ~i£brome Element FM£ntce Paint Burning Tes~s 
Test Paint Time Specimen Temperature Completely 
No Vehicle m,ils mil]. !!St Mcuan RADf!e !1H DestroYed 
1 Vinyl 39 (420) (0-845) No 
2 same 11 (500) (0-920) No 
3 same 91 600 (363) Yes 
4 same 115 725 125 765 
5 Oil 33 630 135 700 Yes 
6 Vinyl 1.1 99 675 122 720 Yes 
7 Vinyl 1.1 76 750 85 785 No 
8 Vinyl 0.7 23 615 200 755 Yes 
9 Oil 25 682 48 715 No 
10 Vinyl o.s 55 712 205 830 Yes 
11 Vinyl 0.8 53 712 70 740 No 
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TABLE XX 
Pgint purning Tests ln 1he N~c11£ome Element Furnace 
(In pocket at end of Theois) 
Appendix P 
Durrell Tub, Fyrnace Paint Baking Xests 
These heating tests in oxygen and helium were carried 
out· as attmnptfl .at. paint remova1 with consideration of 
effects on substrate being secondary. Table XXI lists 
the furnace operation of these tests, where after thermo-
couple measurements on a particular operation are made, 
the heating schedule was repeated without ~emperature 
measurement. All baking was done with the five inch mer-
cury bubbler as a seal and the purge with a helium atmos-
phere was on the average seventy-five minutes at a rota-
meter setting of three tenths unit, while the oxygen 
tests were only purged for a fifty minute averacre. 
-11/· 
TABLE XXI 
Burrell Tube F~nace Operation !n Paint Pestruction Tests 
(In pocket at end of Thesis) 
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TABLE XX 
Paint Burning Tests 1n the Nichrome Element Furnace 
Furnace Operation Specimen 
Test No of Volts Temp Time Temp Description Result 
_E_Q_ Coils __:_[__ min 
1 1 110 39 
.:E.._ 
Vinyl finish Charring 
on porcelain 
Quick heating to a furnace temp of 845°F, then cooling. 
2 1 110 11 
Quick heating to a furnace temp of 
Same reused No change 
920°F,then cooling. 
3 1 15 555 0 
20 555 11 
20 775 46 
23 900 75 
918 86 
91 _ ____2_.1.1 
4 1 23 780 0 
b75 40 640 
900 50 640 
57 710 





5 1 so o 
23 925 1 
035 3 
890 8 565 
80 845 9 
820 15 
23 ' 70 18 
0 20 700 
33 62_0 









0 955 3 590 
10 940 5 598 
45 870 9 600 
30 850 13 615 
16 635 
20 890 20 
910 25 660 
40 900 35 670 
0 925 40 
935 55 720 
940 58 
40 900 62 
25 900 67 
15 920 73 695 
55 840 80 670 
40 890 84 
0 950 87 740 
40 900 95 705 










76 . . 1n 
45 750 
780 0 530 
10 845 2 
868 4 556 























































































































































1.1 mil vinyl 
finish over 
mill scale 





























0. S mil vinyl 
finish over 
steel 
\Vhi te powder 
I.Uank is dulled 
Paint destroyed; 
but dark residue 
remains. 
TABLE XXI 
Durrett Tube Furnace Operation iA Paint Deatruction Testa 
Test Transformer Time 

































































Off 30 sec 21 
2,6 23 
24 
Off 20 sec 25 
2,6 26 
27 














Off 1 min 
Off 1 min 
Off 1 min 



















19 1, 6 0 
4, 6 16 
Off 1 min 24 
Off 1 min 33 
Off 1 min 42 
Off 1 min 51 
Off 61 
20 1,7 0 
Off 30 sec 6 
4,6 7 
Off 1 min 16 
Off 1 min 26 
Off 1 mi.n 36 
Off 1 min 46 
Off 1 min 56 
Off 67 
Continuation 
Temp Trana:former Time Temp 
























































































































No temperatures measured as the 
operation follows the heating 
schedule of Table I to give 
three hours over 800°Co 
slow cooling with presurized purge. 
No temperature measured as above. 
slow cooling with prea.urised purge. 
Operation adopted from thermocouple-
measured test no 14. 
Systematic operation to roughly 
achieve 780-Soo•F. 
Operation same as test no 18. 
Temp up to 850°F 
Systematic operation to roughly 
achieve 8J0-860•F. 






Off 1 min 
Off 1 min 
Off 1 min 












Operation aame as test no. 18. 
